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Wildland Fire Resiliency Program – Public Meetings and Resource Management Policy Update 
 
GENERAL MANAGER’S RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
1. Receive updates on the development of the Wildland Fire Resiliency Program. 

 
2. Review public feedback on the development of the Wildland Fire Resiliency Program. 
 
3. Forward the recommended updates to the Resource Management Policies, as they relate to 

Wildland Fire, to the full Board of Directors for consideration. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (District) is developing a Wildland Fire 
Resiliency Program (Program) to address the Board of Director’s (Board) Fiscal Year (FY) 
2019-20 Strategic Goals and Objectives that include working with fire agencies and surrounding 
communities to strengthen the prevention of, preparation for, and response to wildland fires.  To 
engage the public and receive early feedback in the process of developing the Program, the 
District held three public open houses. Consultants (working closely with District staff, partners, 
and stakeholders) have reviewed, identified gaps, and recommended several changes to the 
District’s Resource Management Policies (RMP) that address the changing reality of California’s 
wildland fires and reflect the latest science of ecosystem resiliency 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Board approved the FY2019-20 Strategic Goals and Objectives that include working with 
fire agencies and surrounding communities to strengthen the prevention of, preparation for, and 
response to wildland fires.  In response, District staff began developing a robust, strategic, and 
comprehensive fire management program.  The District entered into contract with two 
consultants, Spatial Informatics Group, Inc., (SIG) and Panorama Environmental, Inc., 
(Panorama) to assist in the development of a Prescribed Fire Program in the summer of 2018, 
which then expanded to the development of a more comprehensive Wildland Fire Resiliency 
Program (Program) (R-19-52; R-19-69).  The Program will address four main components of the 
District’s Wildland Fire Management activities:  

1) Wildland fire risk reduction through non-fire fuel reduction activities;  
2) Monitoring of District lands;  
3) Preparation of pre-fire plans with Resource Advisor maps; and  
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4) Use of prescribed fire to manage wildland fire fuels, reintroduce fire as a natural and 
cultural process, and provide staff and local fire agency fire training opportunities. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Public Open Houses 
During the week of August 19, 2019, the District held public open houses in Half Moon Bay, 
Los Gatos, and Woodside with assistance from SIG, Panorama, local fire agencies, CAL FIRE, 
and firesafe councils.  The objective of these meetings was to communicate the District’s 
Program components and invite early public comment on the development of program elements.  
Outreach and notices prior to the events included 1,441 postcards to preserve neighbors, posting 
on the District’s August eNews, sending an Interested Parties e-blast, event posting on Facebook 
and through Evite, updates to the project webpage on the District’s website, and personal invites 
to fire agency partners (e.g. CAL FIRE, Woodside Fire, Santa Clara County Fire, Firesafe 
Councils). 
 
The format of the event was a 45-minute presentation to describe fire ecology and history within 
the San Francisco Bay Area, explain what the District currently does for fire preparedness, 
outline the framework of the new developing Program, and inform how the public can get further 
involved.  This presentation is currently on the District website for public viewing.  After the 
presentations, the public was invited to review and comment at four workshop-style stations: 1) 
non-fire fuels management, 2) protection and monitoring of the environment, 3) pre-fire and 
resource advisor maps, and 4) an informational station about actions the public can do to protect 
themselves from fire.   
 
Overall, the feedback from the public was overwhelmingly positive with appreciation expressed 
to the District for engaging the public early in the process of developing the Program.  Multiple 
people expressed concern for fuel reduction locations or escape routes next to local communities 
(e.g. Grandview/Espinosa Community, Heather Heights, Redwood Estates, Blackberry Hill 
Community).  Support was expressed about the intentional objectivity through the use of science 
for prioritizing fuel breaks as many people were unaware of the decision-making process.  Some 
requested that work be conducted prior to completing the full Project analysis. Attachment 1 
highlights and summarizes comments and feedback received at each station.  This information 
will be used to further develop Program components as well as guide public outreach and 
education on wildland fire. 
 
Board of Forestry and Fire Protection – California Vegetation Treatment Program (CalVTP) 
On June 24, 2019, the California State Board of Forestry and Fire Protection released the 
CalVTP Draft PEIR for a 45-day public review and comment period, ending on August 9, 2019.  
The CalVTP identifies, among other treatment actions, prescribed burning (i.e. pile burning and 
broadcast burning).  Staff from the Natural Resources and Planning Departments reviewed and 
commented on the proposed program.  Comments included general support for the CalVTP and a 
request for two modifications to the Program: expansion of the geographic scope and the 
inclusion of an Invasive Species Biologist during project planning.  
 
Of particular interest, the District may be able to tier off the Cal VTP and associated PEIR for 
future prescribed fire burns in conjunction with CAL FIRE, potentially affecting Program and 
CEQA work currently contracted with SIG and Panorama to complete.  District staff is deferring 
some aspects of the prescribed fire portion of the Program until the CalVTP Final PEIR has been 
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certified and adopted (anticipated in early 2020 if SB 632 (Galgiani) is signed by Governor 
Newsom, which specifies a February 1, 2020 deadline).  Once the PEIR has been certificated and 
adopted, the District will analyze the current scope of work with SIG and Panorama to determine 
if the CAL FIRE program provides a full analysis and what, if any, additional environmental 
evaluation by the District is warranted.   

Resource Management Policies (RMP) and Goals 
The RMPs document defines the policies and practices used by the District to protect and 
manage resources on District lands.  The word “resources”, as used in this document, includes 
plants, animals, water, soil, terrain, geologic formations, historic, scenic, and cultural features.  
The RMPs comprise a "living" document that grows and changes regularly, based on new 
experience and information.  It is reviewed and updated every five to ten years and chapters 
amended as needed to respond to ever-changing resource conditions (e.g. insect or disease out-
breaks, large cataclysmic events, climate change etc.).  A review of the RMPs by SIG and 
Panorama determined that the goals and components of the District’s Program are generally 
supported by the RMPs.   
 
SIG and Panorama also performed a detailed review of other relevant documents and policies, 
including external agency documents (e.g. CALFIRE) in collaboration with stakeholder 
organizations (e.g. Sierra Club, Amah Mutsun Tribal Band) to further inform the District’s 
Program development. SIG and Panorama prepared a report, Wildland Fire Resiliency Program-
Resource Management Policies Analysis and Recommendations (Attachment 2) which presents 
the methods and results (including a gap analysis) of the District’s RMP review and provides 
recommendations for revised and additional policies that will support the overarching objectives 
and goals of the District Wildland Fire Resiliency Program.  The primary recommended 
additions or modifications to the existing RMP policies and implementation measures that will 
support the new Program are: 

• Create or augment existing policy to define and support programmatic planning efforts 
for wildland fire resiliency activities and the removal of regulatory barriers. 

• Create or augment existing policy to acknowledge consideration of the adopted 
Community Wildfire Protection Plans for San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties, and the 
implementation of actions that are consistent with District practices. 

• Add ecosystem resiliency to the Wildfire Management policies and a recommendation to 
identify acceptable levels of change to the environment that allow for establishment and 
maintenance of resiliency at the landscape level. 

• Augment existing policies to incorporate the definition and importance of adaptive 
management and decision-making flexibility that responds to ecological feedback. 

• Expand the focus of non-fire fuel management actions as a strategy to reduce fire risk. 
• Add existing policy and implementation methods to acknowledge the need for new 

technology and tools to effectively support management methods. 
• Add existing policy to address post-fire restoration and response. 
• Allow for acceptable levels of visual change at the landscape scale resulting from fuels 

management actions under Scenic and Aesthetic Resource policies to protect from 
catastrophic biodiversity and aesthetic impacts resulting from large fire events. 
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• Add and modify Climate Change policies to allow for trade-offs between some upfront 
carbon sequestration loss and greenhouse gas emissions in exchange for fuel reduction 
projects, prescribed burns, and development of ecological resiliency to prevent large 
scale, catastrophic fires that would result in greater overall greenhouse gas impacts. 

 
FISCAL IMPACT   
 
Review of the draft policy changes and summary of community response has no direct fiscal 
impact.  An explanation of future implementation costs will be presented to the full Board when 
the final Wildland Fire Resiliency Program is brought before them for consideration. 
 
BOARD COMMITTEE REVIEW 
 
No prior Board Committee review has occurred for this item.  The full Board was provided an 
informational update on the Prescribed Fire Program in February of 2019 in which changes to 
the Project scope were discussed, resulting in Board approval to proceed with a more 
comprehensive Wildland Fire Resiliency Program (R-19-03).  The Board approved amending the 
contract with SIG at the April 24, 2019 Board meeting (R-19-52), to provide fire ecology 
services and a detailed project description for the Program.  The Board approved amending the 
contract with Panorama, at the May 22, 2019 Board meeting (R-19-69), to provide 
environmental review services for the Program. 
  
PUBLIC NOTICE   
 
Public notice was provided as required by the Brown Act.   Public notice was also sent to the 
Resource Management and Wildland Fire interested parties list by postal or electronic mail. 
 
CEQA COMPLIANCE   
 
The District’s existing RMPs were adopted in 2011 and evaluated in an Initial Study/Mitigated 
Negative Declaration.  Updates to the policies may require additional CEQA evaluation, 
depending on the guidance provided by the Planning and Natural Resources Committee and 
direction provided the Board.  Any further CEQA evaluation would be presented to and 
considered by the Board when it considers adopting changes to the Policies. 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
Comments received from the open houses will be incorporated, where appropriate, into Program 
components, as well as guide public outreach and education on wildland fire.  If supported by the 
Planning and Natural Resources Committee, the draft recommended RMP changes will be 
forwarded to the full Board for consideration, anticipated in Quarter 3 of FY2020.  If the CalVTP 
Draft PEIR is certified and adopted, staff would issue a FYI to the Board or return to the PNR 
Committee to discuss how it affects the District’s proposed Program.  Staff will return to PNR in 
October of 2019 to discuss the Non-Fire Fuels Management Plan. 
 
Attachments: 

1. Public Comment Summary Report 
2. Resource Management Policies Analysis and Recommendations 
3. Comment Letters Received 
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Responsible Department Heads:  
Kirk Lenington, Natural Resources Manager 
Korrine Skinner, Public Affairs Manager 
Matthew Andersen, Chief Ranger and Visitor Services Manager 
Michael Jurich, Land and Facilities Manager 
 
Prepared by: 
Coty Sifuentes-Winter, Senior Resource Management Specialist, Natural Resources 



 
DATE:      September 24, 2019 

 

MEMO TO:     File   

  

FROM:      Coty Sifuentes-Winter, Senior Resource Management Specialist 

   

SUBJECT:     Wildland Fire Resiliency Program (Program) Open Houses Summary Report 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

On the week of August 19, 2019, the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (District) held 

public open houses (meetings) in Half Moon Bay, Los Gatos, and Woodside with assistance 

from SIG, Panorama, local fire agencies, CAL FIRE, and firesafe councils.  Approximately 50 

people attended with representative members of the Board of Directors at each location.  The 

meetings in Los Gatos and Woodside were attended by over 20 people each, while the Half 

Moon Bay meeting only drew five attendees. The objective of these meetings was to 

communicate the District’s Program components and invite early public comment on Program 

elements.  Outreach prior to the events included 1,441 postcards to preserve neighbors, posting 

on the District’s August eNews, sending out an Interested Parties e-blast, posting the event on 

Facebook and Evite, updating the project webpage on the District’s website, and sending 

personal invites to fire agency partners (e.g. CAL FIRE, Woodside Fire, Santa Clara County 

Fire, Firesafe Councils). 

 

Part 1: Introduction and Program Information 

Meeting Purpose: To inform the community of the efforts the District is embarking on to 

develop a Wildland Fire Resiliency Program; describe the components of the Program; and 

provide an opportunity for the public to engage directly with District staff, their consultants, and 

other fire agencies. 

 

Goals and Outcomes of Meetings: 

• Educate the attendees with a brief introduction to fuel and fire risks on District lands. 

• Provide information on the direction the District is headed - for an overall Program to 

manage vegetation; create defensible space; map out each preserve’s resources, 

infrastructure, and access routes; and adapt to changing conditions over time.  

• Provide a general timeline of activities and clearly identify how the community can 

follow the activities and participate. 

 

Logistics: Each meeting started with about 45 minutes of presentations covering fire ecology and 

history, a brief description of the District’s current practices to prepare for the annual fire season, 

an overview of the Program and what will be included in the Program as it is developed, and the 

public involvement component of the process. Once the presentations were completed, attendees 

moved into four (4) smaller “workshop” groups. 
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Wildland Fire and Program Information  

Presentations covered the following topics: 

• Introduction to Local Fire Ecology – Jason Moghaddas, Fire Ecologist with SIG covered 

local fire ecology, history, Native American cultural burns, and past/current burning. 

 

• Current Practices to Prepare for Fire Season – Craig Beckman, Skyline Area Manager 

and Michael Gorman, Foothills Area Manager both with the District described current 

District practices. 

 

• Wildland Fire Resiliency Program Components – Coty Sifuentes-Winter, Senior 

Resource Management Specialist with the District presented the framework and approach 

to Program development, the Program elements, and timeline for developing and 

implementing the Program. 

 

• Public Involvement – Tania Treis, Principal with Panorama outlined the anticipated 

timeline, how to get involved, and how to stay aware of activities and process, including 

the upcoming California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process. 

 

Part 2: Public Comment at Workshop Stations 

Four (4) workshop stations were set up and staffed by the District’s Wildland Fire Resiliency 

Team, consultants, and/or fire partners to explain the different components of the Wildland Fire 

Resiliency Program.  Below is a summary of the comments received: 

 

• Fuels Management Locations – Locating and prioritizing fuels management activities for 

fuelbreaks, fuel management zones, and defensible space. 

 

The public expressed concern over the removal of large trees, especially if done for 

commercial purposes1.  Multiple people requested fuel reduction locations or escape 

routes next to local communities (e.g. Grandview/Espinosa Community, Heather Heights, 

Redwood Estates, Blackberry Hill Community).  A community member in Los Gatos 

inquired how the District was ensuring that priority locations of work were driven by risk 

and not by political pressure.  Two San Carlos City Council Members said that a fire 

break along the Pulgas Ridge-San Carlos boundary is a top priority for the city.  Los 

Gatos Town staff requested coordination with the Town on the Program. Sudden Oak 

Death was discussed, particular the potential impact of dead trees leading to increased 

fire risk, especially at Bear Creek Redwoods. 

 

• Fuels Management Methods, Resource Protection, and Monitoring – Methods to 

construct fuels management types, typical protection measures to protect the 

environment, and monitoring techniques. 

 

Concerns from attendees included secondary effects from fire such as landslide and 

erosion hazards.  A representative from the Sierra Club also voiced the concern that the 

Program would allow timber harvest on public lands2.  Inquiries also included how often 

                                                 
1 The non-fire Fuel Management Plan is considering selective tree removal for fuel management, to reduce fire risk, 

focusing on small, non-native, and/or non-local trees only.  One goal of the plan is to retain larger trees that are fire 

resilient.  Proper tree selection promotes greater carbon sequestration by reducing competition, thus allowing the 

remaining trees to grow larger at a faster rate.   
2 Continuous rotation of timber harvest entries for tree farm-type management is not supported by the District’s 

Forest Management Policy.  District Forest Policy objectives are to establish late seral Forest conditions.  Limited-
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maintenance of defensible space was required in certain vegetation habitat types.  There 

was also concern for impacts to wildlife habitat (e.g. San Francisco dusky-footed 

woodrats).  Many participants expressed that habitat should not be impacted unless truly 

necessary. 

 

Two suggestions for monitoring included the use of fire watch cameras as well as 

installation of more weather stations3 that can assist in the prediction of red flag days and 

the monitoring of active wildland or prescribed fires.  In addition, there was interest in 

the use of livestock to reduce fire risk4, especially the use of goats and/or horses (Bear 

Creek Stables).  Additional methods requested to be reviewed were pile burning within 

forested areas as well as lop and scatter (except in chaparral due to the slow decay of 

vegetative material). One individual also inquired about the types and need for herbicides 

under this program and if they are used currently5. 

 

District staff also engaged with two contractor firms that were interested in working with 

the District, especially implementing fuels management work.  Both firms have been 

added to the District’s internal vegetation management contractor list. 

 

A Sierra Club representative requested that the District analyze and improve carbon 

sequestration within the Program to help combat climate change.  In addition, they 

wanted assurance that the District will consider greenhouse gas emissions from 

vegetation removal in the environmental review6. 

 

• Pre-Fire Plans and Resource Advisor Maps – Identify existing and gap conditions, 

infrastructure, and sensitive natural and cultural resources to be avoided during 

suppression activities. 

 

The public asked many questions on how pre-fire and Resource Advisor maps were 

created, including the thought process and approach on the creation of the maps, and how 

elements were selected for inclusion.  A few attendees inquired about when these maps 

for specific preserves would be finished7.  In additional, there were questions about the 

existing infrastructure and how areas are analyzed to identify the need for additional 

infrastructure (i.e. water tanks).  Concern about power outages (e.g. PG&E’s public 

safety power shutoff) were expressed as well as the impacts to infrastructure (e.g. water 

pumps for tanks, electric gates and locks) that assist in times of wildland fire. 

 

• What can a Homeowner Do? - Provide information on public’s role and responsibility in 

reducing risks associated with wildland fires and information on the District’s free 

Defensible Space Permit program. 

                                                 
term timber harvest, focused on removing small dense trees/ladder fuels to establish late seral forest with associated 

fire resiliency benefits, would be consistent with our Forest Management Policy. 
3 In Spring of 2019, San Jose State University completed the installation of a Remote Automatic Weather Station at 

Sierra Azul Open Space Preserve with a District grant. A live feed can be seen at: https://www.fireweather.org/mt-

umunhum-south. 
4 The District currently manages, in part for fuel reduction, 11,111 acres under the Conservation Grazing Program in 

San Mateo County. 
5 The participant was referred to the District’s website for information regarding the Integrated Pest Management 

Program. 
6 Project proponents must analysis greenhouse gas emissions for discretionary actions under the California 

Environmental Quality Act.  
7 The District has completed both La Honda and Rancho San Antonio Open Space Preserves.  The focus is on San 

Mateo County since Santa Clara County Fire has already produced pre-fire maps. 
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District partners (e.g. CAL FIRE, Woodside Fire, Fire Safe Councils) answered questions 

from the public regarding defensible space, landscaping8, home hardening techniques 

(e.g. installing new vents) and costs, and access roads.  Some District neighbors were not 

aware of the Defensible Space Permit program and were interested in community 

coordination of fuel clearing, including the request for the District to apply for grants to 

complete defensible space on neighboring private property and within District preserves.  

The District collected e-mail address of participants that were interested in the Defensible 

Space Permit program and sent information and links. 

 

General Feedback 

Overall, the feedback from the public was overwhelmingly positive with appreciation to the 

District in engaging early in the Program development. Many were unaware of the thought 

process behind the decision making and expressed supported for the intentional objectivity of 

using science to prioritize fuel breaks.  Some requested that work be conducted prior to 

completing the full Program analysis at various areas (e.g. the possible Pulgas Ridge fuel break 

along the eastern boundary with the city of San Carlos).  District staff explained that the Board 

authorized additional fuel management work in June of 2019 under the Integrated Pest 

Management Program, up to an additional 225 acres, and staff is determining the high priority 

locations. 

 

An attendee at Half Moon Bay expressed concern over the low attendance at the meeting and 

requested more outreach, such as newspaper advertising. Another preserve neighbor stated that it 

was the District’s responsibility to perform defensible space for all preserve neighbors9.  The 

neighbor informed District staff that East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD) applies for and 

receives grants to perform this work10. 

 

Multiple attendees inquired about the District’s responsibility to educate the public regarding 

living safely in the Wildland-Urban Interface (e.g. evacuation planning, identifying evacuation 

routes, holding mock drills, backup electricity, food and water requirements11).  In addition, there 

was concern about dead and downed debris contributing to additional fuels at many preserves.  

District Natural Resource staff explained the process of determine hazard and habitat trees.  

District staff are engaging with Southern California Bluebird Club, a non-profit that encourages 

the safe retention of dead and dying trees as habitat for cavity-nesting birds and other wildlife 

through their Cavity Conservation Initiative (https://cavityconservation.com/), to engage with and 

educate the public. 

 

                                                 
8 Lassen County Fire Safe Council, Inc. produced a document called Landscaping Plant Guide 

(http://www.lassenfiresafecouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Lassen-Fire-Safe-Council-NECal-

LandscapePlantGuide.pdf).  The District plans to engage with partner agencies about producing something similar 

for the San Francisco Peninsula/Greater Bay Area. 
9 State law requires the person who owns a building adjoining natural areas must maintain 100 feet of defensible 

space, but not beyond the property line (see 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=PRC&sectionNum=4291.).  Through 

the Defensible Space Permit Program, additional defensible space on District lands is allowed at the permittee’s 

expense.   
10 District staff determined that EBRPD are members of the Hills Emergency Forum and that funding for fuels 

management is through Measure CC (expires in 2020, up for extension as Measure FF on November 6 ballot), 

FEMA Grant for $5.7 million, and Park District General Funds.  No funding is spent on private parcels. 
11 These actives are typically the responsibility of Sheriff Departments and/or City Emergency Services.  Where 

appropriate, the District shares safety information via multiple means, including social media posts and trailhead 

signage. 
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A resident who lives near Skyline and Kings Mountain Road was interested in finding a nursery 

that sells Kings Mountain manzanita, a California-ranked rare species that requires fire for 

seedling recruitment, to plant on his property. 

 

### 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District’s Mission and Lands 
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (“Midpen” or “District”) is a public agency in the 

San Francisco Bay Area that has preserved a regional greenbelt system of over 63,000 acres of 

public land and manages 26 open space preserves. Midpen’s mission is:  

“To acquire and preserve a regional greenbelt of open space land in perpetuity, protect and restore the 

natural environment, and provide opportunities for ecologically sensitive public enjoyment and 

education.” 

While implementing the District’s overall mission of open space land preservation, resource 

management, and low-intensity recreation, the District’s mission for the Coastal Annexation 

Area as defined by the Service Plan is: 

“To acquire and preserve in perpetuity open space land and agricultural land of regional significance, 

protect and restore the natural environment, preserve rural character, encourage viable agricultural use 

of land resources, and provide opportunities for ecologically sensitive public enjoyment and education.” 

Midpen’s Resource Management Mission Statement is that: 

“The District will protect and restore the diversity and integrity of its resources and ecological processes 

for their value to the environment and to people and will provide for the use of the preserves consistent 

with resource protection.” 

1.2 Wildland Fire Resiliency Program Development 
Midpen is in the process of preparing a Wildland Fire Resiliency Program (“program”). 

Wildland fire prevention, preparation, and response are central to Midpen’s land stewardship 

under the District Mission and Resource Management Mission.  

The term “resiliency” describes a landscape that can generally resist damage and recover 

quickly from disturbances such as wildfire, allowing the continuation of the landscapes’ 

function and structure over time, or allowing the landscape to adapt to the new conditions but 

maintain a healthy ecosystem. The program will allow Midpen to take a comprehensive 

approach to wildfire management and landscape resiliency by:  
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• Expanding vegetation management practices to reduce wildfire-related risks; 

• Improving pre-wildfire planning  

• Incorporating prescribed fire into the land management toolbox to improve 

ecosystem health, indigenous/traditional management using fire, and reduce fuels; 

• Developing monitoring and adaptive management strategies to respond to 

changes in conditions and technology and responding after wildfire; and 

• Fostering and supporting cooperative relationships with neighbors, fire agencies, 

regional fire safe councils, and other stakeholders on fire prevention, 

preparedness, and risk mitigation efforts. 

1.3 Midpen’s Resource Management Policies 
Midpen maintains Board of Directors’ approved Resource Management Policies (RMPs). The 

RMPs are policies and practices used by Midpen to protect and manage resources on District 

lands. Resources covered under the policies include plants, animals, water, soil, terrain, and 

geologic formations and historic, scenic, and cultural features. The purpose of the RMPs is to: 

• Set the framework for Midpen's resource management program; 

• Provide general guidance for issue-specific and site-specific planning; 

• Provide staff and the Board a tool for informed, consistent, and effective resource 

management decision making; 

• Inform the public of the purpose and intent of Midpen's resource management 

program; and 

• Provide a basis for evaluating Midpen's progress in reaching its resource 

management objectives. 

Resource management plans and programs (such as the Wildland Fire Resiliency Program) are 

developed based on the guiding principles set forth in the polices and implementing actions. 

The Wildland Fire Resiliency Program, therefore, will need to be consistent and supported by 

the RMPs related to wildland fire. Chapter XV of the RMPs document addresses wildland fire 

management. Part of the process of program development, therefore, includes a review and 

potential revisions to or expansion of the RMPs to support the program objectives and goals.  

1.4 Purpose of this Report 
A policy review and analysis has been undertaken by Midpen’s consultants, Spatial Informatics 

Group (SIG) and Panorama Environmental, Inc. (Panorama). The consultants reviewed 

Midpen’s and other agencies’ policies related to fire ecology, fire management, prescribed fire, 

suppression activities, vegetation management and ecosystem resiliency, and post-fire 

response. The purpose of this report is to present the methods and results of the policy review 

undertaken by the consultants and to provide their recommendations for revised and additional 
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policies and implementing actions to be adopted by Midpen’s Board of Directors in their RMPs 

document that will support the overarching objectives and goals of Midpen’s Wildland Fire 

Resiliency Program.  
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2 Policy Review Methods 

2.1 Objectives and Components of the Program 
The program is being developed by Midpen to document and permit the various planning 

efforts needed to meet the District’s objectives for establishing wildland fire resiliency on their 

lands. The program will serve as a planning and implementation document that fully describes 

and integrates the following plans:  

• Non-Fire Fuels Management Plan: Addresses creation and maintenance of 

fuelbreaks, fuel management zones, and defensible space zones using vegetation 

management techniques addressed in Midpen’s Integrated Pest Management 

Program 

• Prescribed Fire Plan: Addresses the methods and implementation of prescribed 

fire to manage fuel and improve ecosystem health 

• Wildland Fire Pre-Fire Plan: Provides resource advisory maps for each preserve 

and identifies the existing conditions and infrastructure and resources constraints 

needed by emergency personnel in the event of a fire 

• Monitoring Plan: Establishes the plan to establish pre-project conditions, 

vegetation treatment response (including prescribed fire), fuels inventories, and 

adaptive management techniques 

The program will guide Midpen’s activities over the next decade or more and will be 

periodically updated, as needed, to adapt it to changing conditions and improved knowledge. 

The program will also serve as the basis of a Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 

pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  

The primary objectives of the program are important and must be fully supported by the RMPs. 

The objectives of the program are as follows:  

1. Manage vegetation and infrastructure on District lands to reduce wildfire risks, 

improve wildfire fighting capabilities and coordination, and improve safety to 

reduce the harmful effects of wildfire on people, property, and natural resources. 

2. Manage vegetation to establish healthy, resilient, fire-adapted ecosystems to 

further Midpen’s mission to protect and restore the diversity and integrity of the 

ecological processes on District lands and to facilitate post-fire recovery. 
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3. Provide an adaptive framework for the periodic review and revision of 

implementation decisions in response to changing climate but also to improved 

knowledge and improved technology.   

2.2 Policy Review Methods 
The methodology for the policy review started with a compilation of existing Midpen policies, 

with a focus on policies related to wildland fire management, vegetation management, forest 

management, ecological succession, climate change, and scenic and aesthetic resources. The 

primary focus was on the Board approved RMPs, but other sources were also consulted for 

guidance or language related to vegetation management and fuels treatment. The following 

additional sources provide guidance that was considered in this analysis:  

• Integrated Pest Management 

• Regulations for Use of Midpeninsula Open Space District Lands 

• Midpen’s Defensible Space Permit Program 

• Good Neighbor Policy Brochure 

• La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve Master Plan 

• Bear Creek Redwoods Preserve Plan 

• San Mateo Coastal Annexation Area – Service Plan 

Surrounding jurisdictions, the California Department of Forestry and Fire (CAL FIRE), and local 

fire safe councils have their own policies and practices related to wildland fire management. 

The policies of these agencies were similarly compiled. The following agencies’ policies were 

included in this analysis:  

• CAL FIRE 

• San Mateo County Parks and Recreation Commission 

• San Mateo County Planning 

• Santa Clara County Planning 

• State of California Government 

• Woodside Fire Protection District 

• California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection 

Fire safe councils are grassroots community-based organizations that share the objective of 

making California's communities less vulnerable to catastrophic wildfire. Fire safe councils 

accomplish this objective through education programs and projects such as shaded fuel breaks 

or firebreaks to protect area residents against an oncoming wildfire and to provide fire fighters 

with a place to fight the oncoming fire. The first fire safe councils started in the early 1990s, and 

there are now over 100 around the state. Local fire safe councils usually include representatives 

from: 
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• Fire agencies, including the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 

(CDF or CAL FIRE), the US Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, 

and/or local fire protection districts as appropriate 

• Local governments, such as city and/or county 

• Businesses, especially insurance 

• Other agencies, such as Resource Conservation Districts 

• The public 

• Tribes   

All local fire safe councils are independent entities. Some are organized as non-profit 501(c)(3) 

corporations; others operate under a memorandum of understanding with a county, city, and/or 

local fire protection district; some have no formal structure at all. Fire Safe San Mateo County, 

Santa Clara County Fire Safe Council, and the South Skyline Fire Safe Council are the fire safe 

councils in the program area. All of these fire safe councils provide for public and private 

partnerships for education and fuel reduction. The fire safe councils do not operate under 

specific policies and regulations but, as entities, provide numerous resources for defensible 

space, homeowners’ fire risk reduction, fire codes, fire crews, information on invasive species, 

shaded fuelbreaks, fire history, chipper programs, and more. Community Wildfire Protection 

Plans (CWPPs) are also developed under local fire safe councils. The CWPP for San Mateo and 

Santa Cruz County was published in April 2018 and the Santa Clara County CWPP was 

published in August 2016. Midpen currently coordinates with the fire safe councils. . Midpen 

also participated in the development of both CWPPs and was a signatory to the Santa Clara 

County CWPP. 

Neither CWPP includes specific policies, but each summarizes policies and strategies of the 

entities and agencies within its coverage areas and provides overarching strategies and 

guidance on many aspects of fuel management and wildfire preparedness that would be 

relevant to Midpen’s program. The considerations of the CWPPs were, therefore, included in 

this policy analysis.  

2.3 Process for Making Recommendations 
Recommendations for RMP additions and revisions were made by evaluating the program 

objectives and general components of the program against existing policies for consistency and 

compatibility. The policies of other jurisdictions were then evaluated to determine if they were 

already included in Midpen’s policies or if they provide important guidance that should be 

incorporated into new or existing RMPs for Board adoption. The CWPPs were also evaluated to 

ensure that existing policies encompass the important tenets of the program.   
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3 Policy Analysis and Recommendations 

3.1 Midpen’s Stated Goal for Wildland Fire Management 
Wildland fire management is primarily addressed in the Board-approved RMPs in Chapter XV. 

The stated goal in the RMPs document is to: 

“Manage District lands to reduce the severity of wildland fire and to reduce the impact of fire suppression 

activities within the District Preserves and adjacent residential areas; manage habitats to support fire as a 

natural occurrence on the landscape; and promote District and regional fire management activities.” 

The pre-amble to the existing goal in the RMPs document appropriately acknowledges the 

effects of historic fire suppression, the health and human threats from catastrophic wildland 

fire, and the need to limit those risks through vegetation management activities that can in turn 

reduce the severity of wildland fire should it occur. The focus on the wildland–urban interface 

(WUI) is emphasized, reflecting the social value placed on protection of human assets in closest 

proximity to wildlands.  

The existing goal aligns with the Wildland Fire Resiliency Program and generally encapsulates 

the concepts of wildfire resiliency that are central to the program although it does not currently 

use the term “resiliency.” The goal could be modified to incorporate Midpen’s concept of 

resiliency, including how to define, quantify, assess, and measure how management actions 

achieve wildfire resiliency. Specific recommendations are presented in Section 4. 

Midpen’s goal, additionally, is broad enough to incorporate the program’s anticipated tools for 

managing habitats, for establishing acceptable levels of ecological and social change within the 

important aspects of the landscape (e.g., water quality, human health, threatened and 

endangered species, aesthetics, and recreation) and for defining resiliency.  

3.2 Consistency of Program Objectives with Existing Policies and 
Analysis of Gaps 

3.2.1 Overview  
This section identifies each of the existing RMPs related to the program, including policies from 

other chapters in addition to Chapter XV: Wildland Fire Management. The table provides an 

assessment of the compatibility of each policy with the program.  
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This section then compares the policies to goals to identify any gaps where additional policies 

may be needed. Policies identified here are only those directly related to wildland fire 

management approaches. It should be noted that numerous RMPs will need to be considered 

during the environmental analysis of the program as they pertain to preservation of special 

status species, cultural resources, water quality, aesthetic value, and others.  

3.2.2 Existing RMPs, Compatibility, and Analysis of Policy Gaps 
Table 3.2-1 identifies the existing RMPs that relate to wildland fire and their compatibility with 

the program goals, objectives, and content.   
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Table 3.2-1 Existing Midpen RMPs Related to Wildland Fire and Program Compatibility 

Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Wildfire 
Management 

   

Policy Wildfire 
(WF)-1: Implement 
necessary fire and 
fuel management 
practices to protect 
public health and 
safety, protect 
natural resources, 
and reduce the 
impacts of wildland 
fire 

• Prepare wildland fire management 
plans that address public safety 

• Identify and maintain emergency access 

• Identify the need for additional 
firefighting infrastructure 

• Work with CAL FIRE and other agencies, 
organizations, and tribal organizations 
to implement prescribed burning 

• Maintain fire clearances 

• Prohibit activities that have a high risk 
of sparks 

• Close preserve areas of particular 
concern during extreme fire weather 

• Seek grants and partnerships for fuel 
management and monitoring 

• The Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory 
Maps component of the program 
addresses several actions under this 
policy, including wildland fire 
management plans, emergency access, 
and fire clearances.  

• The Prescribed Fire Plan addresses using 
prescribed burning in coordination with 
other agencies. 

• The Non-Fire Fuels Management Plan 
addresses maintenance of fire 
clearances. 

• The program will allow for application 
for additional grant funding. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Actions under policy do not address 
expansion of fuelbreaks and fuel 
reduction zones, even though these 
actions are an integral part of fire and 
fuel management practices. 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Policy WF-2: 
Aggressively 
support the 
immediate 
suppression of all 
unplanned fires 
that threaten 
human life, private 
property or public 
safety. 

• Respond to fires with fire agencies 

• Prioritize and prepare preserve-specific 
wildland fire response plans 

• Indicate areas identified in the response 
plans for bulldozer actions to minimize 
disturbance 

• Develop guidelines for rehabilitation 
measures following fires 

• The Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory 
Maps component of the program 
addresses agency coordination and 
wildfire response plans and response to 
suppress dangerous wildfires. 

• The policy should address strategic 
locations that limit a fire’s spread but 
may allow for more acreage to burn 
where it does not threaten human life or 
private property and how to prioritize 
suppression. 

• Guidelines for rehabilitation belong 
under a separate policy for wildfire 
recovery and restoration. 

Policy WF-3: Work 
with adjacent 
landowners and fire 
agencies to 
maintain adequate 
fire clearance 
around qualifying 
structures. 

• Maintain a permit system for 
homeowners to maintain defensible 
space 

• Develop requirements for new 
development fire clearances 

• Focus fuel management in areas 
adjacent to development, essential 
facilities, emergency routes, essential 
fuelbreaks, and sensitive biological and 
cultural areas 

• Investigate alternative funding 

• Work with fire agencies to ensure 
adequate evacuation and locations 
where community and regional fire 
protection infrastructure is practical 

• The Non-Fire Fuels Management Plan 
addresses maintenance of fire 
clearances and fuel management to 
protect facilities and resources. 

• The Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory 
Maps component of the program 
addresses several actions under this 
policy including evacuation and regional 
fire protection infrastructure. 

 

 

 

• The action that states where to focus 
fuel management should clarify that 
non-fire fuels management should be 
focused on these areas. 

• The action should also require that 
Midpen maintain defensible space 
around Midpen’s own structures 

• Ensuring evacuations and locations of 
fire protection should be moved to WF-2 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Policy WF-4: 
Manage District 
vegetation 
communities to 
reduce the risk of 
catastrophic fire 
and to maintain 
biological diversity. 

• Promote restoration and development 
of late-seral forest communities 

• Evaluate potential for reduced fuel 
loading 

• Use and expand conservation grazing 

• Manage forest disease such as Sudden 
Oak Death (SOD) 

• Manage scrub, shrub, and chaparral 
communities to maintain a mosaic of 
habitats and reduce fuel loads 

• The policy and actions are compatible 
with the Non-Fire Fuels Management 
Plan 

• This policy does not address the 
concepts of ecological resiliency and 
acceptable change from fuels 
management to maintain habitat 
functions. Where concepts are covered 
under the Ecological Succession RMPs, 
they should be cross-referenced.  

• The policy actions do not incorporate 
prescribed fire, which will be important 
to the establishment of resiliency. 

• The policy actions do not identify other 
methods of fuel load reduction, 
including through thinning in fuel 
reduction zones. 

 

Policy WF-5: 
Conduct prescribed 
burns to re-
introduce fire into 
native ecosystems 
and maintain 
natural ecological 
processes on 
District lands 

• Continue to utilize fire as a resource 
management tool to reduce fuels and 
reestablish fire 

• Continue to utilize prescribed fire to 
prevent unwanted fire damage 

• Conduct prescribed burns in an 
ecologically sound manner to mimic 
natural fire regimes 

• Conduct public outreach on prescribed 
fire 

• The policy and actions are addressed in 
the Prescribed Fire Plan. 

 

• The actions do not address 
establishment of burn units and 
prioritization that would be supported 
by the Prescribed Fire Plan. 

• The actions should note that fire has 
been used historically on the landscape 
as a management tool by Indigenous 
people, and can be again by the Amah 
Mutsun Native Stewards in traditional 
territory and that “natural” 
encompassed cultural and ecological fire 
regimes 

• The actions do not address prescribed 
fire safety. 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Policy WF-6: Foster 
and maintain 
interagency fire 
management 
partnerships 

• Annually coordinate fire management 
with other agencies  

• Participate in Fire Safe Councils and 
CWPP 

• Train with fire agencies 

• Distribute all available up-to-date maps 
of fire infrastructure; distribute 
additional maps as they become 
available 

 

• The policy and most of the identified 
actions will be addressed in the Pre-Fire 
Plans/Resource Advisory Maps 
component of the program. 

• The Non-Fire Fuels Management Plan, 
Monitoring Plan and the Prescribed Fire 
Plan will address training with fire 
agencies. 

• In the last three years, CWPPs have been 
published for areas covering Midpen’s 
preserves, and no policies address 
integration and support of those CWPPs. 

• The policy should also identify that 
coordination should also include tribal 
groups for prescribed fire 

Policy WF-7: 
Conduct research 
and monitoring to 
refine fire 
management 
practices. 

• Monitor pre-project vegetation, soil, 
erosion, and water quality to establish 
baseline conditions 

• Monitor post-fire and vegetation 
management practices 

• Monitor consistent with other land 
management agencies 

• Foster relationships with institutions 
and seek grants 

• Integrate wildland fire management 
into education programs 

• The Monitoring Plan will address these 
components of the policy’s actions. 

• This policy does not address the overall 
concept of adaptive management, nor 
does it emphasize the decision-making 
flexibility needed to respond to 
ecological feedback. 

• The actions only address monitoring but 
not evaluation of monitoring results and 
adaptation of actions. 

• The policy and actions do not 
acknowledge the need to incorporate 
changing technology and knowledge into 
management methods.  

• The policy should also state that 
relationships should be fostered with 
tribes.  
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Policy WF-8: 
Wildland Fire 
management 
actions on District 
lands in the 
Coastside 
Protection Area will 
be in accordance 
with the policies 
established in the 
Service Plan for the 
San Mateo Coastal 
Annexation Area 

• Determine whether construction of dry 
hydrants is feasible in coordination with 
County of San Mateo Environmental 
Services Department 

• Select native plant materials and/or 
seed mixes for fire resistance 

• Locate trails to also allow for 
emergency access 

• Develop mutual aid agreements 

• Consult with fire agencies in developing 
fuel modifications 

• Prohibit smoking, firearms, fireworks, 
and off-road vehicles and limit trail use, 
picnicking, and camping to designated 
activities 

• Develop and maintain staging areas and 
trailheads in accordance with the 
wildland fire hazard mitigation 
measures 

 

 

• The Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory 
Maps component of the program can 
incorporate these requirements.  

• None, noting that this policy is 
intentionally focused on just the 
Coastside Protection Area and the 
service plan for that area. Other more 
fire-prone areas are addressed by the 
other policies in this section.  

 

Forest 
Management 

   

Policy FM-1: 
Inventory and 
assess District 
forest and 
woodland 

• Inventory Midpen forest to assess fuel 
loads and forest structure related to 
fire. Identify access issues and Midpen 
and community/regional fire concerns 

• The policy and actions are compatible 
with the Non-Fire Fuels Management 
Plan, and access issues will be integrated 
into the Pre-Fire Plans/Resource 
Advisory Maps 

• None 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Policy FM-5: 
Provide necessary 
fire and fuel 
management 
practices to protect 
forest resources 
and public health 
and safety 

• Maintain essential roads for emergency 
fire access and forest management 
activities undertaken to reduce fire 
hazard 

• Maintain adequate fire clearance 
around Midpen structures and facilities  

• Encourage neighboring property 
owners to maintain adequate fire 
clearance around existing development 

• Evaluate the potential to reduce forest 
fuel loading through the removal of 
smaller trees to reduce forest floor fuel 
buildup and ladder fuels 

• Coordinate with fire agencies and local 
communities to define locations where 
fire protection infrastructure is practical 

• Reintroduce fire as a resource 
management tool to reduce forest floor 
fuels and reestablish fire for ecosystem 
health where stand conditions, access, 
and public safety permit; coordinate 
with other agencies for planning and 
implementation 

• Seek grant opportunities and 
partnerships for fuel management 
projects and monitoring 

• The policy and all actions are compatible 
and support all aspects of the program, 
including through the Pre-Fire 
Plans/Resource Advisory Maps, Non-Fire 
Fuel Management Plan, Prescribed Fire 
Plan, and the Monitoring Plan. 

• The program will allow for Midpen to 
seek partnerships and grants for fuels 
management. 

• This policy should define “essential 
roads” to focus vegetation maintenance 
activities.  

• The policy should also identify 
coordination with tribal entities 

Policy FM-6: 
Protect forest 
health from intense 
wildfire, pests, and 
pathogens with 
high potential to 
cause damage. 

• Evaluate potential for forest loss to 
intense wildfire, pests, and pathogens 
where effective methods are available 
and justified 

• The program is being prepared to 
address this policy and action. 

• None 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Climate Change    

Policy CC-3: 
Increase carbon 
sequestration in 
vegetation and soils 
and minimize 
carbon release 
from wildfire 

• Manage conifer forests to sustain and 
encourage the development of late-
seral habitat conditions. Evaluate the 
potential to reduce forest fuel loading 
through the removal of smaller trees to 
reduce fuel buildup and ladder fuels 

• Manage vegetation communities to 
reduce the risk of catastrophic fire and 
to maintain biological diversity; conduct 
prescribed burns 

• The program is compatible with the 
policy as its objective is to reduce 
wildfire.  

• The actions should address allowing for 
trade-offs between carbon 
sequestration losses from fuel load 
removal and tree thinning and emissions 
from prescribed fire, given the 
overwhelming benefits of reduced risks 
of catastrophic wildland fire. 

Policy CC-4: 
Prepare for climate 
change impacts and 
promote resilience 
for both natural 
and built 
environments. 

• Prioritize ecosystem function, 
resilience, and ecological diversity 
focused on multiple species benefits 
rather than aiming to prevent ecological 
change or return to past conditions 

• Support ecological functions and 
ecosystem services that protect the 
built environment from climate change 
impacts, such as flooding and increased 
wildland fire frequency and intensity 

• Evaluate, study, and implement 
additional land management strategies 
to promote ecosystem resilience 

• The program is compatible with this 
policy and fully supports its intent 
regarding resilience. 

• This policy elaborates on the central 
tenets of ecological resiliency and should 
also be included or cross-referenced in 
the Wildland Fire Management policies 
chapter.  

• The policy should state that Midpen 
should establish goals for biodiversity 
and ecosystem structure and function to 
identify the types of diversity future 
conditions can support.  
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Program Compatibility  Gaps in Policy or Actions 

Ecological 
Succession 

   

Policy ES-3: 
Facilitate 
regeneration of 
disturbance-
dependent special 
status, rare, or 
unique plants. 

• Research, document, and implement 
site-specific fire prescriptions to 
improve regeneration of fire-adapted 
and special status vegetation in fire-
dependent ecosystems where feasible. 

• Develop and implement an alternative 
management protocol to encourage 
seedling establishment of special status 
and disturbance-adapted species in 
aging stands when regeneration by fire 
is not feasible 

• The program is compatible with this 
policy through the Prescribed Fire Plan 
and resiliency. 

• This policy should be cross-referenced in 
the Wildland Fire Management policies 
chapter. 

Scenic and 
Aesthetic 
Resources 

   

Policy SA-2: 
Maintain significant 
landscapes or 
features that were 
formerly 
maintained by 
natural processes. 

• Control encroaching vegetation where 
it adversely affects significant scenic, 
historic, or habitat resources 

• Control vegetation to create or 
maintain important scenic viewpoints 
and vistas 

• Require Midpen tenants to maintain 
landscapes and improvements to 
acceptable visual standards that do not 
detract from a visitor's experience or 
adversely impact wildlife 

• The program is generally consistent with 
this policy since it requires the 
maintenance of vegetation, particularly 
through prescribed fire which could 
mimic former natural processes.   

 

• The actions under this policy do not 
necessarily allow for habitat changes 
associated with control of vegetation for 
fuelbreaks, disc lines, and prescribed 
burns. 
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3.3 Guidance from Other Midpen Planning Documents 
While not a part of the RMPs, other Midpen documents were reviewed for relevant objectives 

and approaches that could support the program. Documents reviewed include Midpen’s:  

• Good Neighbor Policy Brochure 

• Defensible Space Permit Program 

• Regulations for Use of Midpeninsula Open Space District Lands 

• Integrated Pest Management 

• La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve Master Plan 

• Bear Creek Redwoods Preserve Plan 

• FY 2019-20 Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives (Goal 1, Objective 6) 

The guidance of these documents is provided in Table 3.4-1. 

3.4 Other Jurisdictions’ Approaches to Policies Related to Wildland 
Fire  

The next step in the analysis was to identify policies and approaches taken by other agencies to 

identify if any of the gaps in the RMPs, as identified in Table 3.4-2, are addressed in other 

policies that Midpen should incorporate. The following table summarizes several different 

policies and actions of other agencies, including:  

• CAL FIRE 

• CAL FIRE Resource Conservation District 

• San Mateo County Parks and Recreation Commission 

• San Mateo County 

• Santa Clara County 

• State of California 

• California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection 

• Woodside Fire Protection District 

Policies or actions that provide information that would be useful to add to the RMPs are noted 

in bold and blue highlight. Most helpful were the actions and policies of CAL FIRE’s 2018 

Strategic Fire Plan.  
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Table 3.4-1 Summary of Guidance from Other Midpen Planning Documents 

Document/Source Guidance Text Compatibility with Program and Existing RMPs 

Good Neighbor Policy, Policy Provision 13  The District shall develop a Good Neighbor Brochure and shall update it regularly and distribute it to property owners with land 
adjoining District Preserves. The Brochure shall contain the following information:  

1. Emergency contact information for District and other agencies by nature of emergency (fire, flooding, medical, illegal activity, 
abandoned vehicles, etc.)  

2. District contact for resource management (weed abatement, feral animal control, restoration and re-vegetation, etc.)  

3. District contact for fire and hazard prevention (fuel management, information regarding fire-safe practices, fallen or hazardous 
trees, etc.)  

4. District contact for conflicts between neighbors and Preserve visitors (trespass, parking, noise, etc.)  

5. District contact for general questions regarding use and management of Preserves  

6. How to make a suggestion or file a complaint regarding use and management of District Preserves or the District’s operation in 
general (phone, write, e-mail, in person)  

• Contact information for Ombudsperson  

• Management and Board of Director contact information  

• Website mailbox  

• Office hours and location  

• Board meeting dates and times  

7. Copy of the Good Neighbor Policies 

The existing RMPs include provisions for public outreach through 
WF-3. The program generally supports this policy and the 
implementing actions. 

Good Neighbor Policy Brochures, Fire Safety Create a 100' clearance around your home, where first 30' is "a lean, clean, and green zone." Remaining 70' is a "reduced fuel zone," 
where ladder fuels are reduced and horizontal spacing of plants is maintained. Trim trees at least 15' from power lines, and 10' from 
chimneys. 

Language should be added to WF-3 for Midpen to maintain 
defensible space around Midpen’s own structures. 

Fuels Reduction Permits Fuels reduction will generally be permitted to extend up to 100 feet from occupied structures 

Trees up to 6 inches in diameter or shrubs up to 4 inches in diameter may be cut or removed 

Removal of non-native vegetation shall take priority over removal of native vegetation 

All vegetative debris must be removed from District property, or chipped and left onsite 

No burning of material is allowed on District property 

RMP WF-3 requires the permit system. The program is 
compatible with the guidelines of the permit system.  

Regulations for Use of Midpeninsula Open Space District 
Lands, Section 404.1 

General. No person shall light, build, maintain, or attempt to light, build, or maintain, a fire of any nature on District Lands, except in 
permanent fixed barbecues, camp stoves or fireplaces established and authorized by the District. A fire shall include, but not be 
limited to any campfire, ground fire, warming fire, signal fire, charcoal fire, stove, gas lantern, punk, candle, smudge stick, flare, fusee, 
or any other incendiary device. This shall not apply to the permitted use of gas camp stoves or gas lanterns when used in Designated 
Area specified for camping. 

The program is compatible with these requirements. The 
guidance or requirements listed here should be considered when 
developing the Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory Maps. Policy 
WF-8 addresses these concerns in the San Mateo Coastal 
Annexation Area.  

Regulations for Use of Midpeninsula Open Space District 
Lands, Section 404.2 

Smoking. No person shall smoke on District Lands, except in Designated Areas. The program is compatible with these requirements. The 
guidance or requirements listed here should be considered when 
developing the Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory Maps. 

Regulations for Use of Midpeninsula Open Space District 
Lands, Section 409.1 

Fireworks. No person shall possess, deposit, give, sell, discharge, set off, or cause to be discharged, on or into any portion of District 
Lands any firecrackers, missiles, rockets, fireworks, explosives, or explosive devices. 

The program is compatible with these requirements. The 
guidance or requirements listed here should be considered when 
developing the Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory Maps. 
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Regulations for Use of Midpeninsula Open Space District 
Lands, Section 801.1 

Restrictions. No person shall park a motor vehicle, except an authorized emergency vehicle, or when in compliance with the 
directions of a peace officer, ranger, or District employee, in any of the following places: 

a) In areas where prohibited by “NO PARKING,” or other posted signs; 

b) On or obstructing any fire road or fire lane; 

c) On or obstructing any trail; 

d) In such a place or manner as would block or obstruct any gate, entrance, or exit; 

e) In such a place or manner as to take up more than one marked parking space in any authorized parking area; 

f) In such a place or manner as to block or obstruct the free flow of traffic or to obstruct the ability to remove a parked vehicle; 

g) Within 15 feet of a fire hydrant; 

h) Adjacent to any curb painted red; 

l) In any other place on District Lands not designated by the District as an authorized area. 

The program is compatible with these requirements. The 
guidance or requirements listed here should be considered when 
developing the Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory Maps. 

Regulations for Use of Midpeninsula Open Space District 
Lands, Section 805 

District employees may make temporary or regular closures of a portion of District Lands to the general public for public safety, or to 
deal with an immediate or ongoing management need 

The program is compatible with these requirements. The 
guidance or requirements listed here should be considered when 
developing the Pre-Fire Plans/Resource Advisory Maps. 

Integrated Pest Management  Preventive treatment actions include temporary trail closures or adjustment in equipment use during some high 

fire hazard conditions. 

This guidance is supported by the plan. The requirements have 
been adopted into the IPM RMPs. 

Integrated Pest Management  In addition, the following actions may also be considered to prevent vegetation from becoming a fire risk: 

• Focus fuel management activities in WUI areas adjacent to neighborhood communities, structures, and other at-risk assets. 

• Work with local fire organizations to amplify results by encouraging neighbors to also manage adjoining properties for fire (reduce 
fuel loads) within the WUI. 

• Conduct visitor and neighbor outreach and education about wildfire dangers on and near District preserves. 

• Eliminate any redundant, unnecessary, or high maintenance roads and trails that are determined to be not necessary on individual 
District preserves. 

• Continue to control flammable invasive plants such as French broom in established fuel management areas. 

• Encourage the establishment of native plant communities (which are more resistant to wildfires than invasive plants such as French 
broom). 

This guidance is supported by the plan. The requirements have 
been adopted into the IPM RMPs. 

Integrated Pest Management The following management approach is recommended to help promote high diversity natural vegetation communities that are 
relatively fire safe. 

• Focus vegetation biomass reduction on non-native vegetation and avoid damaging native grasses, and mature shrublands and 
forests wherever possible. Where active treatment is needed, seek to break the vertical fuel ladder connection between the ground 
and the canopy layer, and create some horizontal physical separation between plants where possible. Prioritize projects where 
invasive plant removal alone can result in fire-safe landscapes. 

• Implement fuel management projects with low impact tools and methods such as hand cutting and pruning rather than vegetation 
removal or soil disturbance with hand methods or machines. Although managing woody plant communities can reduce fuel volume, 
increased disturbance resulting from the active management can counteract the process by promoting the establishment of 
invasive plants and reducing native plant diversity (Lavin et al. 2013, Keeley 2002). Hand cutting and pruning is not feasible on a 
large scale because it takes too long across large areas and can result in injuries to staff doing this kind of work over extended 
periods of time. 

• Prioritize leaving forest duff and organic soil layers undisturbed in all fuel management actions. 

• Avoid removing/thinning the canopy layer in mature, established forests and woodlands to maximize shading (thereby promoting 
shade and related increased moisture under the canopy level) and increase resistance to non-native plant invasion. 

This guidance is supported by the plan. The requirements have 
been adopted into the IPM RMPs. 

Integrated Pest Management - Grasslands Annual mowing in summer to reduce fuel loads, especially near likely ignition sources (trails, roads, recreational facilities, and parking 
lots) 

This guidance is compatible with and will be covered in the 
program. It supports WF-1.  
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Integrated Pest Management - Shrublands Thin brush and mow tall grasses to reduce fuel loads and break fuel ladders. In shrublands, increase spacing between shrub clusters. This guidance is compatible with and will be covered in the 
program. It supports WF-1. 

Integrated Pest Management - Forests Limb up trees to a height of 8 to10 feet, thin brush, and mow tall grasses to reduce fuel loads and break fuel ladders. This guidance is compatible with and will be covered in the 
program. It supports WF-1. 

Integrated Pest Management – Agricultural Landscapes Mowing and brush thinning along roads that could provide ignition sources for adjacent natural areas. Discing along borders of 
agricultural and rangeland properties to ensure fires do not spread beyond different management units. Conservation grazing reduces 
fuel loads. 

This guidance is compatible with and will be covered in the 
program. Several RMPs address grazing.  

La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve Master Plan – Goal 
MO-1 

Goal MO-2: Reduce fire risk  

 Obj MO-2.1: Implement practices to manage wildland fuels and reduce fire hazards  

 Obj MO-2.2: Protect and manage natural resources by modifying vegetation/fuel  

 Obj MO-2.3: Facilitate wildland fire response and suppression  

 Obj MO-2.4: Prepare a Wildland Fire Response Plan 

These objectives are integrated into the program.  

La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve Master Plan – 
Ignition Reduction 

Roadsides are the most common ignition sites in California; approximately 80 percent of all wildfire ignitions occur within 10 feet of a 
road. The California Department of Transportation (CalTrans) is the primary agency responsible for maintenance of Highways 84 and 
35, including roadside vegetation management. The District will continue to facilitate CalTrans’ efforts to manage vegetation along 
the stretch of highway that fronts the Preserve. The District will also manage vegetation at other high risk ignition locations within the 
interior of the Preserve, such as parking areas, to bolster fire prevention. 

This requirement will be integrated into the program. Policy WF-
1 could be bolstered to specifically address roadside ignitions, 
quicker response to roadside ignitions, and maintenance and 
coordination with CalTrans.  

La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve Master Plan – Trail 
Closures During Red Flag Days 

In accordance with the Coastside Protection Area Service Plan, trail access points within the Coastside Protection Area shall be closed 
on predicted high fire response level days (red flag days) to reduce fire hazards. 

This requirement will be integrated into the Program. It is 
supported by WF-8.  

La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve Master Plan – 
Brush Encroachment Reduction  

the District intends to continue and expand conservation grazing throughout the larger grasslands in the Preserve and employ other 
vegetation management practices. This action will not only preserve grassland habitat, but also control brush encroachment into 
grassland areas and reduce fuel loads. .... The District will also aim to limit the encroachment of coyote brush into grassland areas 
along forested edges to reduce ladder fuels at the transition between grasslands and forest. 

WF-4 addresses conservation grazing. Grazing will be included in 
the program.  

La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve Master Plan – 
Emergency Vehicle Access 

Fuels will be maintained to reduce flame length to 2 feet along fire response roads in the following areas:  

•  Within 10 feet of the road edge where flames are predicted to be 0-8 feet in length (generally grassy locations and in oak 
woodlands)  

•  Within 30 feet of the road edge where flames are predicted to be over 8 feet in length (generally brushy locations and where 
understory shrubs are developed in woodlands) 

Recommendations for fuel maintenance around emergency 
access and roads are compatible with the program and will be 
incorporated. RMPs generally address fuel maintenance in 
defensible space, but a focus on emergency access roads could 
be added.  

Bear Creek Redwood Preserve Plan – General Vegetation-
Related Provisions 

Management of invasive species following the Bear Creek Redwoods Integrated Pest Management Plan to address noxious weeds and 
restoration. Manage Sudden Oak Death (SOD)by tracking diseased trees as budget permits, sharing data with the California Oak 
Mortality Task Force, removing California by trees or their branches within 15 feet of the trunks of high value oaks, and spot treating 
mature oaks of value with pest control sprays.  

These actions are integrated into the program and covered 
under other existing Midpen programs.  
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Bear Creek Redwood Preserve Plan – Fire and Fuels 
Management 

Standard District fire management practices will continue to be implemented at the Preserve. These standard practices include 
maintenance of defensible space within 100 feet of structures, working cooperatively with CAL FIRE to maintain fuelbreaks, 
vegetation management in high ignition risk areas (such as roadsides and parking areas), conducting regular staff training in fire 
response, and maintaining emergency access roads, turnarounds, and landing zones. 

If a fire occurs on or is threatening District lands, District staff helps establish Incident Command if first on scene, evacuates or closes 
the Preserves for visitor safety, performs initial attack when safe and effective to do so, provides logistical assistance given staff 
knowledge of the property, monitors and attacks spot fires, and supplies additional water for primary agency engines.  

Specific projects to reduce fire risk will also be implemented. As part of the Bear Creek Stables new long-term lease, the District will 
work with the tenant to develop a Fire Management and Emergency Evacuation and Protection Plan. At a minimum it will address 
maintenance of defensible space, procedure for evacuating horses when a wildland fire is threatening the area, as well as procedures 
for protecting horses in a situation when time does not permit evacuation. The plan also will address measures necessary to protect 
individuals attempting to help evacuate and/or protect horses from fire. Water tanks will be appropriately sized and located according 
Santa Clara County standards to provide water sources for fire suppression.  

These actions will be integrated into the program and applied to 
other preserves, where relevant. Existing policies generally 
support these actions, including WF-1.  

 

Table 3.4-2 Analysis of Policies of Other Jurisdictions 

Agency Policy Name Policy Text Policies Source Addressed by 
Existing Midpen 

Policy? 

Which Policy Recommended 
Added?  

Notes 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #1 Work with other public agencies, landowners, and the communities 
themselves to implement these projects ASAP. 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes FM-5; WF-1 N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #2 Authorize incident response to implement rapid treatment of fuels Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

No N/A Yes This policy could be incorporated 
into a post-fire response policy. 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #4 Suspend regulatory requirements as necessary to protect public 
safety through the priority fuels reduction projects identified by CAL 
FIRE in this report 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

No N/A Yes This policy is not specific to 
Midpen; however, Midpen’s 
support of these projects where 
they overlap Midpen lands, and 
CAL FIRE process could be 
identified.  

CAL FIRE Recommendation #6 Align community education campaigns across all state and local 
entities 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #8 Identify options for retrofitting homes to new Wildland Urban 
Interface standards. 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

No N/A No Actions for protection of private 
property or homes owned by 
Midpen are not directly addressed 
by the Wildland Fire Resiliency 
Program.  

CAL FIRE Recommendation #9 Create incentives for fuels reduction on private lands Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes Fuels Reduction Permits N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #10 Continue developing methodology to assess communities at risk Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes FM-1 N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #12 Develop mobile data collection tool for project reporting. Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes FM-1; FM-7; GM-3; WF-7 N/A 
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CAL FIRE Recommendation #13 Coordinate with air quality regulators to enable increased use of 
prescribed fire. 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Partly WF-1 Yes Air quality regulators not 
specifically called out in existing 
policies and actions but including 
this action would support the 
beneficial use of prescribed fire. 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #14 Develop technology tools to enable real time prescribed fire 
information sharing. 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

No N/A Yes Actions to support prescribed fire 
and general wildfire information 
based on technology should be 
adopted into the RMPs.  

CAL FIRE Recommendation #16 Develop a scientific research plan for wildfire management and 
mitigation, with funding recommendations 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes WF-7 (generally) N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #17 Provide technical assistance to local governments to enhance or 
enable fire hazard planning. 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes CC-5; WF-4 N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Recommendation #18 CAL FIRE should update codes governing defensible space and forest 
and rangeland protection 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 

Yes FM-5; WF-3 N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Goal 4 Increase fire prevention awareness, knowledge and actions 
implemented by individuals and communities to reduce human loss, 
property damage, and impacts to natural resources from wildland 
fires. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Yes FM-5; WF-1 N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Goal 4; Objective b) Educate landowners, residents, fire safe councils, and business 
owners to understand that fire prevention is more than defensible 
space, including why structures ignite, the role embers play in such 
ignitions, and the importance of fire safe building materials, designs, 
and retrofits. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Partly FM-5; WF-1; Good 
Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

Yes Specific cause not called out: 
building materials – this goal can 
be integrated into the RMPs 
actions. 

CAL FIRE Goal 4; Objective l) Analyze trends in fire cause, and focus prevention and education 
efforts to modify human behavior and reduce ignitions. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan No 

 

Yes This action may be an important 
part of education that should be 
supported by the RMPs and 
should be added to the Public 
Interpretation and Environmental 
Education chapter of the RMPs. 

CAL FIRE Goal 5; Objective a) Promote efforts to restore the ecological role of prescribed and 
managed fire in areas and upon jurisdictions where doing so is 
consistent with local land management objectives and does not 
present an unacceptable risk to human health and safety or security of 
adjacent ownerships. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Yes CC-3; CC-4; WF-1; WF-5, 
ES-3 

N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Goal 5; Objective c) Work to streamline or remove regulatory or policy barriers that limit 
fuels reduction activities. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Partly WF-1 Yes Work to reduce regulatory 
hurdles and cost of regulatory 
compliance to support program 
efforts should be added to the 
RMPs. 

CAL FIRE Goal 5; Objective d) Promote and develop programmatic documents to increase the pace 
and scale of fuels treatment activities 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan No 

 

Yes Such a policy or action would 
support the program and should 
be included in the RMPs. 
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CAL FIRE Goal 5; Objective f) Promote forest and rangeland health and resilience through fuels 
reduction, and sustainable commercial forest management. Improve 
markets for and utilization of all forest products, including dead trees, 
waste, and biomass. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Partly CC-3 No Use of waste/commercial forest 
management is not discussed. 

CAL FIRE Goal 5; Objective g) Increase public education and awareness in support of ecologically 
sensitive and economically efficient vegetation management activities, 
including prescribed fire, grazing, forest thinning, and other fuels 
treatment projects. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Yes WF-5; Good Neighbor 
Policy Brochure 

N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Goal 6 Determine the level of resources necessary to effectively identify, 
plan and implement fire prevention using adaptive management 
strategies. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan No 

 

Yes This policy or action supports the 
Pre-Fire Plan/Resource Advisory 
Maps. 

CAL FIRE Goal 6; Objective c) Develop a process and criteria for determining prevention resource 
levels and allocation based on goals and on current projected needs. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Partly WF-1 Yes Specifics from this policy or action 
could be added to the RMPs. 

CAL FIRE Goal 6; Objective e) Review data, conduct analysis and implement adaptive management 
related to fire prevention activities. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Partly ES-1 Yes Specifics from this policy or action 
could be added to the RMPs. 

CAL FIRE Goal 8 Implement post-fire assessments and programs for the protection of 
life, property, and natural resource recovery. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Yes FM-7 N/A 

 

CAL FIRE Goal 8; Objective a) Encourage rapid post-fire assessment, when and where appropriate, 
to determine values at risk within and downstream of the fire 
perimeter from flooding, debris flows, and excessive surface erosion. 
Provide preliminary emergency protection measures that can be 
implemented in a timely manner and help coordinate project 
implementation with appropriate agencies. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Partly WF-2; WF-7 Yes This action or policy could 
support the post-fire recovery 
efforts that are currently not 
addressed by the RMPs. 

CAL FIRE Goal 8; Objective d) Assess the effects of pre- and post-fire treatments to refine best 
management practices. 

2018 Strategic Fire Plan Partly FM-7; GM-3; WF-7 Yes This action supports the adaptive 
management part of program, 
which will be defined in the 
Monitoring Plan.  

CAL FIRE, 
Resource 
Conservation 
District 

General 
Recommendations 

Roadside vegetation should be reduced to a level that allows ease of 
access for emergency response personnel and equipment, reduces 
the number of roadside fire starts and ensures the safety of fire 
suppression personnel using roads as fire control lines. 
 
...this work was accomplished through a combination of chemical and 
mechanical means. In recent years, however, there has been 
increasing public pressure to eliminate the use of chemicals as a 
roadside treatment. Therefore, most of the recent work has been 
completed with mechanical mowers and masticators. 
 
Both local and state fire codes specify clearing of at least 10-feet on 
each side of a road or driveway and up to 15-feet of vertical clearance 
above. Unfortunately, the specifications are inconsistent across the 
numerous county jurisdictions. A priority should be set to attempt 
standardization for these requirements across each county. 

San Mateo - Santa Cruz Community 
Wildfire Protection Plan 2018 

Yes Section 801.1; FM-5; 
WF-1 

Yes The RMPs do not currently, but 
should, acknowledge 
consideration of actions and 
priorities in CWPPs.  
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CAL FIRE, 
Resource 
Conservation 
District 

General 
Recommendations 

A shaded fuel break refers to “thinning” of vegetation in a specific area 
with the remaining vegetation shading the ground. 
 
The widths of roadside shaded fuel breaks generally range from 10 feet 
up to 50 feet, with 75 to 100 feet a more effective, but less popular 
target prescription. Strategic fuel breaks can be as wide as 400 feet. 
 
Shaded fuel breaks can be placed around individual structures, 
communities or neighborhoods identified to be at risk. 
 
Roadside fuel breaks are typically between 10 and 40 feet wide. The 
exact distance should be based on fuel type, slope, aspect, and 
environmental feasibility. 

San Mateo - Santa Cruz Community 
Wildfire Protection Plan 2018 

Partly SA-1; IPM No The program will address the 
types of fuelbreaks, but policy and 
actions do not need to state 
specifics – only that CWPP actions 
should be supported. 

CAL FIRE, 
Resource 
Conservation 
District 

General 
Recommendations 

Specific vegetation removal treatment methods are provided San Mateo - Santa Cruz Community 
Wildfire Protection Plan 2018 

Partly IPM No The program will address the 
types of vegetation management 
activities, but policy and actions 
do not need to state specifics – 
only that CWPP actions should be 
supported. 

CAL FIRE, 
Resource 
Conservation 
District 

Reducing Structural 
Ignitability 

Property owners living in State Responsibility Areas (SRA) are required 
by Public Resource Code (PRC) 4291 to maintain clearance of 
flammable vegetation around their property. A property owner’s 
clearance responsibility is limited to 100 feet from his or her 
structure(s) or to the property line, whichever is closer, and is limited 
to their lands. However, coordination with adjacent landowners to 
achieve maximum defensible space is encouraged. Similar constraints 
have been developed for areas outside the SRA, sithin and adjacent to 
the WUI. 
 
Maintain a firebreak by removing and clearing away all flammable 
vegetation within 30 feet of each structure. Single specimens of trees 
or other vegetation may be retained provided they are well-spaced 
and well-pruned, in order to avoid spread of fire to other vegetation or 
to the structure. 
 
In the area from 30 to 100 feet from structures, dead and dying woody 
surface fuels and aerial fuels should be removed. Horizontal and 
vertical clearance between fuels should be maintained. Downed logs, 
when embedded in the soil may be retained. 

San Mateo - Santa Cruz Community 
Wildfire Protection Plan 2018 

Yes IPM; Good Neighbor 
Policy Brochure; WF-4 

N/A 
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CAL FIRE Engineering and Structure 
Ignitability 

Fire Apparatus access roads shall have an unobstructed width of not 
less than 20 feet except for approved security gates in accordance with 
Section 503.6 of Title 24, and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not 
less than 13 feet 6 inches. There are exceptions, contrary to State Fire 
Code, outside of the Urban Services Line as established by the County 
of Santa Cruz. In these locations access roads shall be a minimum of 18 
feet wide for all access roads or driveways serving more than two 
habitable structures, and 12 feet for an access road or driveway 
serving two or fewer habitable structures. Where it is environmentally 
inadvisable to meet these criteria (due to excessive grading, tree 
removal or other environmental impacts), a 12-foot wide all-weather 
surface access road with 12-foot wide by 35-foot long turnouts located 
approximately every 500 feet may be provided with the approval of 
the fire code official. 
Title 19 of the California Administrative Code requires that access 
roads from every state governed building to a public street shall be all-
weather hard-surface (suitable for use by fire apparatus) roadway not 
less than 20 feet in width. Such roadway shall be unobstructed and 
maintained only as access to the public street. Vertical clearance may 
be reduced; provided such reduction does not impair access by fire 
apparatus and approved signs are installed and maintained indicating 
the established vertical clearance when approved by the fire code 
official. It is important to note this is for new construction and that 
many roads, both public and private, in the county do not comply with 
the standard. 

2018 - CZU Unit Strategic Fire Plan Partly Section 801.1; FM-5; WF-
1 

No Emergency access is covered in 
existing RMPs; details should be 
included in the program.  

CAL FIRE Information and 
Education 

Education is arguably the most valuable tool available to reach this 
goal of reduced ignitions and large fires. 
 
Each year, the Unit distributes educational materials through a variety 
of methods: direct mailing, at defensible space inspections and at 
public events. 

2018 - CZU Unit Strategic Fire Plan Yes Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure, PI-2, PI-3, FM-
8, WF-7 

N/A 

 

San Mateo 
County Parks 
and 
Recreation 
Commission 

6.23.1 Trails shall be temporarily closed when conditions become unsafe or 
environmental resources are severely impacted. Such conditions could 
include soil erosion, flooding, fire hazard, environmental damage, or 
failure to follow the specific trail management plan. 

San Mateo County 2001 Trails Plan Yes IPM; Section 805; WF-1 N/A 

 

San Mateo 
County Parks 
and 
Recreation 
Commission 

D.G. 1.11 Wildland Fire Wildland fire hazards shall be considered when siting new trails. When 
individual trails are being designed, the CDF Fire Hazard Severity Zone 
Maps shall be reviewed as well as the Hazards Map in the County of 
San Mateo General Plan. Areas of high fire hazard shall be avoided or 
trail closure shall occur when fire hazard is deemed high. 

San Mateo County 2001 Trails Plan Yes IPM; Section 805; WF-1 N/A 

 

San Mateo 
County Parks 
and 
Recreation 
Commission 

D.G. 4.11 Wildland Fire 
Suppression 

During preparation of design plans for specific trail alignments, the 
County Parks Division shall: 
Review, in conjunction with the local fire protection services, available 
water sources. 
Select indigenous plant materials and/or seed mixes utilized at staging 
areas or along trails for their low maintenance and drought and fire 
resistant characteristics to minimize additional fuel available to 
wildland fires to the maximum extent feasible. 

San Mateo County 2001 Trails Plan Yes ES-3; WF-8; IPM N/A 
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San Mateo 
County 

15.37 Support Efforts to 
Reduce the Extent of the 
Fire Hazards 

Support public and private efforts to reduce the potential of fire 
hazards through methods including but not limited to controlled 
burning programs reduction of fuel loading, construction and 
maintenance of fire breaks and other appropriate methods. 

County of San Mateo General Plan Yes IPM, WF-6 N/A 

 

Santa Clara 
County 

Policy R-HS 23 Areas for which inadequate access is a general concern, either due to 
lack of secondary access, dead-end roads of excessive length, and 
substandard road design or conditions, should be examined to 
determine if there are means by which to remedy the inadequacies. 
Such means may include:  
a. specific local area circulation plans to establish alternative access;  
b. specific roadway improvements to remedy hazardous situations, 
financed by those most benefited by the improvements; and  
c. traffic routing and controls to discourage the use of such roads by 
non-residents. 

Santa Clara County General Plan Yes WF-1; WF-3; RM-5 N/A   

Santa Clara 
County 

Policy R-HS 33 For areas where it may be appropriate, fire protection agencies and 
districts should utilize controlled burns and other forms of vegetation 
management to reduce the build up of vegetative matter and the 
potential fire hazard within an area. 

Santa Clara County General Plan Yes CC-3; ES-1 N/A 

 

County of 
San Mateo 
Parks and 
Recreation 
Department 

Objective 9: Actively 
Manage Forests to 
Reduce Fire Fuels and 
Increase Forest Health 

• Census forests to determine hazardous fuel areas; 
• Develop a GIS database of hazardous tree locations (in forested and 
other areas) and update it regularly; 
• Thin underbrush; 
• Educate adjacent landowners about the need to maintain 
defensible space between their properties and parklands; 
• Inspect and remove hazard trees; 
• Detect and treat diseased plants, contain spread of disease; and 
• Manage fire breaks to decrease erosion and the spread of invasive 
plants. 

Decision-Making Guidelines for 
Vegetation Management San Mateo 
County Parks 

Partly RC-1; WF-3; WF-7; VM-
4; FM-1; FM-5; FM-6; 
Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure; IPM 

Yes The RMPs would benefit from an 
action that includes developing a 
database or methods of tracking 
tree management areas or a 
“Tree Management Zone.” 
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County of 
San Mateo 
Parks and 
Recreation 
Department 

Fuel Load and Fire 
Management 

Assessing the degree of fire hazard is dependent upon at least three 
factors. These include the degree of human use and occupancy of the 
wildland area, the level and ability of public services to respond to 
fires, and the natural setting of the wildland areas. 
 
In addition to weather factors and slope characteristics, one of the 
key components in measuring fire hazard severity is the type and 
quantity of flammable vegetation within a given unit of land area. 
This factor is known as “fuel loading characteristics”.  
 
Fuel management is important for fire hazard reduction. 
 
Three basic methods are commonly used to manage the spread of 
wildfires: firebreaks, fuel reduction areas and ornamental 
landscaping. A firebreak eliminates all vegetation and combustible 
growth to prevent fires from spreading. A fuel reduction area reduces 
the fuel mass of flammable vegetation and combustible growth, 
thereby limiting the intensity of fire and slowing its rate of spread. 
Landscaping with fire resistant plants provides a third option for 
slowing the spread of wildfires 
 
[Refer to plan for more specifics and details] 

Decision-Making Guidelines for 
Vegetation Management San Mateo 
County Parks 

Partly IPM Yes RMP WF actions may benefit from 
specifics identified here related to 
fuel reduction areas. 

State of 
California 

Chapter 5 Section 503 (Fire Apparatus Access Roads) 503.1.1 Buildings and 
facilities. Approved fire apparatus access roads shall be provided for 
every facility, building or portion of a building hereafter constructed or 
moved into or within the jurisdiction. 
Section 503.1.2 (Additional Access) The fire code official is authorized 
to require more than one fire apparatus access road based on the 
potential for impairment of a single road by vehicle congestion, 
condition of terrain, climatic conditions or other factors that could limit 
access. 
Section 503.2.1 (Dimensions) Fire apparatus access roads shall have an 
unobstructed width of not less than 20 feet (6096 mm), exclusive of 
shoulders, except for approved security gates in accordance with 
Section 503.6, and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not less than 
13 feet 6 inches (4115 mm). 
Sections 503.2.2 (Authority to require modifications to the required 
access width) The fire code official shall have the authority to require 
or permit modifications to the required access widths where they are 
inadequate for fire or rescue operations or where necessary to meet 
the public safety objectives of the jurisdiction. 

California Fire Code Partly Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

No Fire code is law and therefore 
must be implemented. Separate 
policies to follow the code are 
unnecessary. Details should be 
incorporated into the program.  

State of 
California 

Appendix D D102.1 Access and loading. 
D103.1 Access road width with a hydrant 
D103.2 Grade 
D103.3 Turning radius 
D103.4 Dead ends 
D103.5 Fire apparatus access road gates 
D103.6 Signs 
D103.6.1 Roads 20 to 26 feet in width 
D103.6.2 Roads more than 26 feet in width 

California Fire Code Partly Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

No Fire code is law and therefore 
must be implemented. Separate 
policies to follow the code are 
unnecessary. Details should be 
incorporated into the program.  
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State of 
California 

Public Resources Code 
Section 4291 

(1) Maintain defensible space of 100 feet from each side and from the 
front and rear of the structure, but not beyond the property line 
except as provided in paragraph (2). The amount of fuel modification 
necessary shall take into account the flammability of the structure as 
affected by building material, building standards, location, and type of 
vegetation. Fuels shall be maintained in a condition so that a wildfire 
burning under average weather conditions would be unlikely to ignite 
the structure. This paragraph does not apply to single specimens of 
trees or other vegetation that are well-pruned and maintained so as to 
effectively manage fuels and not form a means of rapidly transmitting 
fire from other nearby vegetation to a structure or from a structure to 
other nearby vegetation. The intensity of fuels management may vary 
within the 100-foot perimeter of the structure, the most intense being 
within the first 30 feet around the structure. Consistent with fuels 
management objectives, steps should be taken to minimize erosion. 
For the purposes of this paragraph, “fuel” means any combustible 
material, including petroleum-based products and wildland fuels 

Public Resources Code Partly Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

No Fire code is law and therefore 
must be implemented. Separate 
policies to follow the code are 
unnecessary. Details should be 
incorporated into the program.  

State of 
California 

Public Resources Code 
Section 4260 

The board shall adopt regulations implementing minimum fire safety 
standards related to defensible space that are applicable to state 
responsibility area lands under the authority of the department, and to 
lands classified and designated as very high fire hazard severity zones 

Public Resources Code Partly Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

No Fire code is law and therefore 
must be implemented. Separate 
policies to follow the code are 
unnecessary. Details should be 
incorporated into the program.  

Woodside 
Fire 
Protection 
District 

Defensible Space: 2016 
CFC sec.304.1.2 and 2015 
IWUIC sec.604 

Weeds, grass, vines or other growth that is capable of being ignited 
and endangering property, shall be cut down and removed by the 
owner or occupant of the premises, Nonfire-resistive vegetation or 
growth shall be kept clear, 50-100 feet or to the property line, of 
buildings and structures in such a manner to provide a clearance for 
fire suppression operations. Trees are allowed within the defensible 
space, provided limbs located less than 6 feet above the ground have 
been removed a he horizontal distance between crowns of adjacent 
trees, structures, overhead electrical facilities and unmodified fuel is 
not less than 10 feet. Deadwood and liter shall be regularly removed 
from trees. Ornamental vegetative fuels or cultivated ground cover can 
be within the designated defensible space provided they do not form a 
means of transmitting fire from native growth to any structure. 

Woodside Fire Protection District Fire 
Code 

Yes Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure; IPM 

No This level of detail is not required 
in RMPs or actions, but details 
should be incorporated into the 
program.  

Woodside 
Fire 
Protection 
District 

Perimeter Property Line 
Clearance: 2016 CFC 
sec.304.1.1.A 

Persons owning, controlling or leasing structures and/or property are 
required to remove, a minimum of 30 feet from the perimeter of the 
property line, hazardous vegetation specifically, flashy fuels consisting 
of weeds and annual grasses as well as dead vegetative material and 
litter that is capable of being easily ignited and endangering property 
as determined by the Fire Marshal. 

Woodside Fire Protection District Fire 
Code 

Yes Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

No This level of detail is not required 
in RMPs or actions, but details 
should be incorporated into the 
program. 

Board of 
Forestry and 
Fire 
Protection 

Title 14 State 
Responsibility Area Fire 
Safe Regulations 

These regulations have been prepared and adopted for the purpose of 
establishing minimum wildfire protection standards in conjunction 
with building, construction and development in SRA. 

California Code of Regulations Partly Good Neighbor Policy 
Brochure 

No Fire code is law and therefore 
must be implemented. Separate 
policies to follow the code are 
unnecessary. Details should be 
incorporated into the program. 
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4 Recommendations 

4.1 Summary of Policy and Implementing Measure Gaps and 
Recommended Additions and Revisions  

The policy analysis revealed that the goals and components of Midpen’s Wildland Fire 

Resiliency Program are generally supported by the RMPs. Key aspects of the program, 

however, would benefit from the provision of additions or modifications to the existing policies 

and implementation measures. These recommended additions and/or modifications to existing 

policies and implementation measures can be summarized as follows:  

• Creation or augmentation of existing policy to define and support programmatic 

planning efforts for wildland fire resiliency activities and removal of regulatory 

barriers 

• Creation or augmentation of existing policy to acknowledge consideration of the 

adopted CWPPs for San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties and implementation of 

actions identified within where consistent with Midpen practices 

• Addition of ecosystem resiliency to the Wildfire Management policies and a 

recommendation to identify acceptable levels of change to the environment that 

allow for establishment and maintenance of resiliency at the landscape level 

• Augmentation of existing policies to incorporate the definition and importance of 

adaptive management and decision-making flexibility needed to respond to 

ecological feedback 

• Expansion of actions to identify the focus of non-fire fuel management actions 

versus prescribed fire actions  

• Addition to existing policy and implementation methods to acknowledge the need 

to adopt new technology into management methods 

• Addition to existing policy for understanding indigenous use of fire, coordinating 

with tribes on prescribed burning practices, and incorporating cultural practices of 

prescribed fire for desired outcomes 

• Addition to existing policy to address post-fire restoration and response  

• Allowance for landscape visual changes for fuels management under Scenic and 

Aesthetic Resource policies 

• Addition and modification of Climate Change policies to allow for trade-offs 

between some carbon sequestration loss and greenhouse gas emissions for fuel 

reduction projects and prescribed burns and development of ecological resiliency 

The following table provides a summary of the policies and implementation measures that were 

identified in this report as having gaps, and the table also provides some of the policies and 
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actions from other agencies that have been used to revise the RMPs.  Section 4.2 provides the 

full text of the recommended revised policies and implementation measures.
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Table 4.1-1 Summary of Gaps in Policies or Implementation Measures, and Policies and Actions from Other Agencies that Could Fill Gaps  

Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Wildfire Management    

Policy Wildfire (WF)-1: 
Implement necessary fire and 
fuel management practices to 
protect public health and 
safety, protect natural 
resources, and reduce the 
impacts of wildland fire 

• Prepare wildland fire management 
plans that address public safety 

• Identify and maintain emergency 
access 

• Identify the need for additional 
firefighting infrastructure 

• Work with CAL FIRE and other 
agencies to implement prescribed 
burning 

• Maintain fire clearances 

• Prohibit activities that have a high 
risk of sparks 

• Close preserves during extreme fire 
weather 

• Seek grants and partnerships for fuel 
management and monitoring 

• Actions under policy do not 
address assessment of 
degree of fire hazard and 
expansion of fuelbreaks and 
fuel reduction zones even 
though these actions are an 
integral part of fire and fuel 
management practices. 

• Actions are very generic with 
respect to fire clearances. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Decision-Making Guidelines for Vegetation 
Management San Mateo County Parks:  

• Assess the degree of fire hazard by 
evaluating the degree of human use and 
occupancy of the wildland area, the level 
and ability of public services to respond to 
fires, and the natural setting of the 
wildland area  

• Identify fuel reduction areas that reduce 
the fuel mass of flammable vegetation and 
combustible growth, thereby limiting the 
intensity of fire and slowing its rate of 
spread. 

 

San Mateo - Santa Cruz Community Wildfire 
Protection Plan 2018 

• Reduce roadside vegetation to a level that 
allows ease of access for emergency 
response personnel and equipment, 
reduces the number of roadside fire starts 
and ensures the safety of fire suppression 
personnel using roads as fire control lines. 

• Set a priority to work with the counties to 
standardize clearing widths on each side of 
roads and driveways. 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Policy WF-2: Aggressively support 
the immediate suppression of all 
unplanned fires that threaten 
human life, private property or 
public safety. 

• Respond to fires with fire agencies 

• Prioritize and prepare preserve-specific 
wildland fire response plans 

• Direct bulldozer actions to areas 
identified in the response plans to 
minimize disturbance 

• Develop guidelines for rehabilitation 
measures following fires 

• Guidelines for rehabilitation 
belong under a separate 
policy or added to this policy 
for wildfire recovery and 
restoration. 

• The policy should address an 
option to allow for natural 
ignitions to burn where they 
do not threaten human life 
and private property and how 
to prioritize suppression.  

2018 CALFIRE Strategic Fire Plan Objectives a 
and d) 

• Encourage rapid post-fire assessment, when 
and where appropriate, to determine values 
at risk within and downstream of the fire 
perimeter from flooding, debris flows, and 
excessive surface erosion. Provide 
preliminary emergency protection measures 
that can be implemented in a timely manner 
and help coordinate project implementation 
with appropriate agencies. 

• Assess the effects of pre- and post-fire 
treatments to refine best management 
practices.  

Community Wildfire Prevention and Mitigation 
Report (CWPMR) Recommendation #2 

• Authorize incident response to implement 
rapid treatment of fuels.  

Policy WF-3: Work with adjacent 
landowners and fire agencies to 
maintain adequate fire clearance 
around qualifying structures. 

• Maintain a permit system for 
homeowners to maintain defensible 
space 

• Develop requirements for new 
development fire clearances 

• Focus fuel management in areas 
adjacent to development, essential 
facilities, emergency routes, essential 
fuelbreaks, and sensitive biological and 
cultural areas 

• Investigate alternative funding 

• Work with fire agencies to ensure 
adequate evacuation and where 
infrastructure is practical 

• The action that states where 
to focus fuel management 
should clarify that the focus is 
for non-fire fuels 
management. 

CAL FIRE 2018 Strategic Fire Plan Goal 4; 
Objective b) and Goal 4; Objective l)  

• Educate landowners, residents, fire safe 
councils, and business owners to understand 
that fire prevention is more than defensible 
space, including why structures ignite, the 
role embers play in such ignitions, and the 
importance of fire safe building materials, 
designs, and retrofits. 

• Analyze trends in fire cause, and focus 
prevention and education efforts to modify 
human behavior and reduce ignitions. 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Policy WF-4: Manage District 
vegetation communities to 
reduce the risk of catastrophic 
fire and to maintain biological 
diversity. 

• Promote restoration and 
development of late-seral forest 
communities 

• Evaluate potential for reduced fuel 
loading 

• Use and expand conservation grazing 

• Manage forest disease like Sudden 
Oak Death (SOD) 

• Manage scrub, shrub, and chaparral 
communities to maintain a mosaic of 
habitats and reduce fuel loads 

• The policy does not address 
the concepts of ecological 
resiliency and acceptable 
change to maintain habitat 
functions.  

• The policy actions do not 
incorporate prescribed fire, 
which will be important to 
the establishment of 
resiliency. 

• The policy actions do not 
identify other methods of 
fuel load reduction including 
through thinning in fuel 
reduction zones. 

• The policy does not identify 
environmental review and 
planning needed. 

 

2018 CALFIRE Strategic Plan Goal 5; 
Objective d) and c) 

• Promote and develop programmatic 
documents to increase the pace and scale 
of fuels treatment activities 

• Work to streamline or remove regulatory 
or policy barriers that limit fuels reduction 
activities. 

Community Wildfire Prevention and 
Mitigation Report (CWPMR) 
Recommendation #13  

• Coordinate with air quality regulators to 
enable increased use of prescribed fire.  

Policy WF-5: Conduct 
prescribed burns to re-
introduce fire into native 
ecosystems and maintain 
natural ecological processes on 
District lands 

• Continue to utilize fire as a resource 
management tool to reduce fuels 
and reestablish fire 

• Continue to utilize prescribed fire to 
prevent unwanted fire damage 

• Conduct prescribed burns in an 
ecologically sound manner to mimic 
natural fire regimes 

• Conduct public outreach on 
prescribed fire 

• The actions do not address 
establishment of burn units 
and prioritization that would 
be supported by the 
Prescribed Fire Plan. 

• The actions do not address 
prescribed fire safety. 

• None 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Policy WF-6: Foster and 
maintain interagency fire 
management partnerships 

• Annually coordinate fire 
management with other agencies  

• Participate in Fire Safe Councils and 
CWPP 

• Train with fire agencies 

• Distribute all available up-to-date 
maps of fire infrastructure; distribute 
additional maps as they become 
available 

• In the last three years, 
CWPPs have been published 
for areas covering Midpen’s 
preserves, and policies or 
actions should address 
integration and support of 
those CWPPs more 
specifically.  

• None  

Policy WF-7: Conduct research 
and monitoring to refine fire 
management practices. 

• Monitor pre-project vegetation, soil, 
erosion, and water quality to 
establish baseline conditions 

• Monitor post-fire and vegetation 
management practices 

• Monitor consistent with other land 
management agencies 

• Foster relationships with institutions 
and seek grants 

• Integrate wildland fire management 
into education programs 

 

• The policy does not address 
the overall concept of 
adaptive management, nor 
does it emphasize the 
decision-making flexibility 
needed to respond to 
ecological feedback. 

• The actions only address 
monitoring but not 
evaluation of monitoring 
results and adaptation of 
actions. 

• The policy and actions do 
not acknowledge the need 
to incorporate changing 
technology and knowledge 
into management methods. 

 

Decision-Making Guidelines for Vegetation 
Management San Mateo County Parks 

• Census forests to determine hazardous 
fuel areas; 

• Develop a GIS database of tree 
management zones (in forested and other 
areas) and update it regularly; Thin 
underbrush; 
Educate adjacent landowners about the 
need to maintain defensible space 
between their properties and parklands; 
Inspect and remove hazard trees; Detect 
and treat diseased plants, contain spread 
of disease; and 
Manage fire breaks to decrease erosion 
and the spread of invasive plants. 

 

•  
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

   CAL FIRE Recommendation #14 

• Develop technology tools to enable real 
time prescribed fire and general wildfire 
information sharing. 

 

2018 CALFIRE Strategic Fire Plan Goal 6 

• Determine the level of resources necessary 
to effectively identify, plan and implement 
fire prevention using adaptive 
management strategies. 

• Develop a process and criteria for 
determining prevention resource levels 
and allocation based on goals and on 
current projected needs. 

• Review data conduct analysis and 
implement adaptive management related 
to fire prevention activities. 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Policy WF-8: Wildland Fire 
management actions on District 
lands in the Coastside 
Protection Area will be in 
accordance with the policies 
established in the Service Plan 
for the San Mateo Coastal 
Annexation Area 

• Determine whether construction of 
dry hydrants is feasible in 
coordination with County of San 
Mateo Environmental Services 
Department 

• Select native plant materials and/or 
seed mixes for fire resistance 

• Locate trails to also allow for 
emergency access 

• Develop mutual aid agreements 

• Consult with fire agencies in 
developing fuel modifications 

• Prohibit smoking, firearms, fireworks, 
and off-road vehicles and limit trail 
use, picnicking, and camping to 
designated activities 

• Develop and maintain staging areas 
and trailheads in accordance with the 
wildland fire hazard mitigation 
measures 

• None  

 

• None 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Climate Change    

Policy CC-3: Increase carbon 
sequestration in vegetation and 
soils and minimize carbon 
release from wildfire 

• Manage conifer forests to sustain 
and encourage the development of 
late-seral habitat conditions. 
Evaluate the potential to reduce 
forest fuel loading through the 
removal of smaller trees to reduce 
fuel buildup and ladder fuels 

• Manage vegetation communities to 
reduce the risk of catastrophic fire 
and to maintain biological diversity; 
conduct prescribed burns 

• The actions should address 
allowing for trade-offs 
between carbon 
sequestration losses from 
fuel load removal and tree 
thinning and emissions from 
prescribed fire, given the 
overwhelming benefits of 
reduced risks of catastrophic 
wildland fire. 

• None 

Policy CC-4: Prepare for climate 
change impacts and promote 
resilience for both natural and 
built environments. 

• Prioritize ecosystem function, 
resilience, and ecological diversity 
focused on multiple species benefits, 
rather than aiming to prevent 
ecological change or return to past 
conditions. 

• Support ecological functions and 
ecosystem services that protect the 
built environment from climate 
change impacts, such as flooding and 
increased wildland fire frequency and 
intensity 

• Evaluate, study, and implement 
additional land management 
strategies to promote ecosystem 
resilience 

• The policy elaborates on the 
central tenets of ecological 
resiliency and should also be 
included in the Wildland Fire 
Management policies 
chapter.  

• None 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Ecological Succession    

Policy ES-3: Facilitate 
regeneration of disturbance-
dependent special status, rare, 
or unique plants. 

• Research, document, and implement 
site specific fire prescriptions to 
improve regeneration of fire-adapted 
and special status vegetation in fire-
dependent ecosystems where 
feasible. 

• Develop and implement an 
alternative management protocol to 
encourage seedling establishment of 
special status and disturbance-
adapted species in aging stands when 
regeneration by fire is not feasible 

• The policy’s actions should  
be cross-referenced in the 
Wildland Fire Management 
policies chapter  

• None 

Scenic and Aesthetic Resources    

Policy SA-2: Maintain significant 
landscapes or features that 
were formerly maintained by 
natural processes. 

• Control encroaching vegetation 
where it adversely affects significant 
scenic, historic, or habitat resources 

• Control vegetation to create or 
maintain important scenic 
viewpoints and vistas 

• Require Midpen tenants to maintain 
landscapes and improvements to 
acceptable visual standards that do 
not detract from a visitor's 
experience or adversely impact 
wildlife 

• The actions under this policy 
do not necessary allow for 
habitat changes associated 
with control of vegetation 
for fuelbreaks, disc lines, 
and prescribed burns 

• None 
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Policy Summary of Actions Under Policy Gaps in Policy or Actions Actions that can be Added from Other 
District and Other Agency Policies and 

Actions 

Research and Information 
Goals, Policies, and 

Implementation Measures 

   

Policy RC-1: Maintain resource 
information files for each 
preserve and resource subject 

• Gather information from appropriate 
agencies 

• Maintain filing system of spatial data 
and information by location and 
resource type 

• Facilitate reporting 

• Respond to public information 
requests and promote release of 
non-sensitive information  

• Recruit interns and volunteers 

• Add a cross reference in WF-
7 to this policy as it pertains 
to GIS mapping.  

• None 
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4.2 Recommendations for Goal, Policy, and Implementing Measure 
Additions and Revisions to Support the Program 

4.2.1 Overview 
 This section provides the suggested text revisions based on the policy analysis. The exact text 

from the RMPs document is included here with recommended deletions shown in strikeout and 

additions shown in underline.  

4.2.2 Revisions to XVII. Glossary 
Add:  

Adaptive management - A systematic process for continually improving management policies 

and practices by learning from the outcomes of previously employed policies and practices  

Ecological diversity - The variety and abundance of species in different habitats and 

communities. 

Ecological resiliency - A landscape that can generally resist damage and recover quickly from 

disturbances such as wildfire, allowing the continuation of the landscapes’ function and 

structure over time. 

Essential roads – These are roads important to community and visitor ingress/egress and 

emergency access.  

Fuel reduction zones - An area in which vegetation, debris, and other types of combustible 

fuels have been treated, cleared, or reduced to slow the spread of fire, to modify habitat, or for 

other reasons with the outcome of natural or cultural resources benefit.  

4.2.3 Revisions to XV. Wildland Fire Management  

Goal: Manage District lands under the concepts of ecological resiliency to reduce the severity of 
wildland fire and to reduce the impact of fire suppression activities within the District Preserves and 
adjacent residential areas; manage habitats to support fire as a natural occurrence on the landscape; 
and promote District and regional fire management activities. 

Policy WF-1 Implement necessary fire and fuel management practices to protect public health and 
safety, protect natural resources, and to reduce the impacts of wildland fire. 

• Prepare wildland fire management plans for District lands that address, at a 

minimum, public safety, District staff and firefighter safety, District infrastructure 

including residences and roads, natural resource protection (particularly special 

status species), cultural resources, and vegetation management for fire protection 

and fire behavior and hazardous fuels modification. 
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• Assess the degree of fire hazard by evaluating the degree of human use and 

occupancy of the wildland area, the level and ability of public services to respond 

to fires, and the natural setting of the wildland area.  

• Identify, with input from responsible fire agencies and neighboring public 

agencies, essential roads for wildland fire access. Maintain designated roads for 

fire access and patrol purposes, and improve with surfacing, additional turnouts 

and safety zones when necessary and reduce roadside vegetation to a level that 

allows ease of access for emergency response personnel and equipment, improves 

public safety in the event of an evacuation, reduces the number of roadside fire 

starts, allows for quicker response, and ensures the safety of fire suppression 

personnel. Set a priority to work with neighboring public agencies, including the 

California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), county roads departments and 

local municipalities to standardize clearing widths on each side of roads and 

driveways. 

• Coordinate with fire agencies and local communities to identify locations where 

additional fire infrastructure is desirable and practical (e.g. hydrants, water tanks, 

helicopter zones, safety zones, fuel breaks, consistent with the incident command 

system (ICS). Work cooperatively with these groups to install needed 

infrastructure. 

• Work with Cal Fire, and other appropriate fire management and regulatory 

agencies, and tribal entities to develop and carry out plans that use prescribed 

burns to maintain and restore natural and cultural systems. 

• Maintain adequate fire clearance around District structures and facilities. (See FM-

5 and WF-4: Measure 5) 

• Expand fuelbreak systems and identify fuel reduction areas that reduce the fuel 

mass of flammable vegetation and combustible growth, thereby limiting the 

intensity of fire and slowing its rate of spread. 

• Require lessees of District land or structures to maintain fire hazard reduction 

measures as directed. 

• Prohibit activities that have a high risk of sparking fires during periods of extreme 

fire hazard. 

• Close Preserve areas of particular concern during extreme fire weather, as 

appropriate, and increase patrol levels where appropriate. 

• Seek grant opportunities and partnerships for fuel management and monitoring 

projects. 

Policy WF-2: Aggressively support the immediate suppression of all unplanned fires that threaten 
human life, private property or public safety and develop a response plan that, in the event of 
wildfire, allows the District to reduce post-fire impacts and initiate habitat restoration  

• Identify a Resource Advisor as the District contact in the event of an unplanned 

fire on District lands. 

• Respond to wildland and structure fires on District lands in coordination with 

responding fire agencies. 
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• Prioritize and prepare Preserve specific wildland fire response plans that identify 

appropriate fire suppression activities for District lands in the event of a wildland 

fire. Plans should include detailed maps of infrastructure such as roads, fuel 

breaks, structures, water sources (hydrants, water tanks, ponds), as well as 

sensitive natural and cultural resources to be avoided during fire suppression 

activities. 

• Direct bulldozer actions to areas identified in wildland fire response plans to 

minimize and reduce ground disturbance, erosion, and rehabilitation efforts 

wherever possible. 

• Develop guidelines for appropriate rehabilitation measures to address erosion, 

revegetation, invasive species, trail and road stability, security, public safety, and 

natural and cultural resources following fires. 

• Encourage rapid post-fire assessment, when and where appropriate, to determine 

values at risk within and downstream of the fire perimeter from flooding, debris 

flows, and excessive surface erosion. Provide preliminary emergency protection 

measures that can be implemented in a timely manner, and help coordinate project 

implementation with appropriate agencies. (See also GS-2)  

• Assess the effects of pre- and post-fire treatments to refine best management 

practices and address rapid treatment of fuels in high-priority areas.  

• Consider allowing unplanned ignitions to burn to predesignated areas for resource 

benefit where there is no clear threat to life, property, or safety and when 

considering how to prioritize the suppression of multiple ignitions. 

• Work with fire agencies and residential communities to ensure that adequate 

evacuation routes and vegetation clearance around structures are maintained on 

adjacent non-District lands. 

• Coordinate with fire agencies and local communities to define locations where 

community and regional fire protection infrastructure is desirable and practical. 

Policy WF-3: Work with adjacent landowners and fire agencies to maintain adequate fire clearance 
around qualifying structures. (See FM-5 and WF-1: Measure 5) 

• Maintain a permit system that enables adjacent landowners to maintain defensible 

space clearance surrounding homes and other qualifying structures across 

property boundaries and onto District land as long as the activity is recommended 

by the local fire agency and is consistent with the District’s resource management 

policies, including protection of environmentally sensitive habitat. 

• Implement fire clearance recommendations and defensible space on District-

owned properties adjacent to the preserves, as appropriate.  

• Collaborate with fire departments and fire scientists to educate landowners, 

residents, fire safe councils, and business owners to understand that fire 

prevention is more than defensible space, including why structures ignite, the role 

embers play in such ignitions, and the importance of fire safe building materials, 

designs, and retrofits. (See also PI-3) 
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• Analyze trends in fire cause and focus prevention and education efforts to modify 

human behavior and reduce ignitions. 

• Work with fire agencies and local governments to develop requirements for new 

development to maintain required fire clearance distance from District land 

wherever possible. 

• Focus non-prescribed fire fuel management activities in areas adjacent to 

development, essential facilities and improvements, major egress and emergency 

routes, essential fuel breaks, and sensitive natural and cultural areas. 

• Investigate alternative funding sources in conjunction with fire agencies and 

residential communities within the WUI adjacent to District Preserves to fund and 

implement fire hazard reduction projects. 

• Work with fire agencies and residential communities to ensure that adequate 

evacuation routes and vegetation clearance around structures are maintained on 

adjacent non-District lands. 

• Coordinate with fire agencies and local communities to define locations where 

community and regional fire protection infrastructure is desirable and practical. 

Policy WF-4 Manage District vegetation communities to reduce the risk of catastrophic fire, and to 
maintain biological diversity, and to promote resilience. (See VM-1, and FM-6, and CC-4) 

• Prioritize ecosystem function, resilience, and ecological diversity focused on 

multiple species benefits rather than aiming to prevent ecological change or return 

to past conditions. 

• Evaluate, study, and implement additional land management strategies to promote 

ecosystem resilience. 

• Promote the restoration and development of late-seral forest communities. 

• Evaluate the potential to reduce forest fuel loading in accordance with a Non-Fire 

Fuel Management Plan that includes  through the removal of smaller trees to 

reduce forest floor fuel buildup and ladder fuels, development of additional 

fuelbreaks, and identification of fuel reduction zones. Manage scrub, shrub, and 

chaparral communities to maintain a mosaic of ages and species within strategic 

management corridors on roads, on ridgetops, and near residential development 

or other critical infrastructure to compartmentalize preserves and reduce fuel 

loads. Manage forest diseases such as Sudden Oak Death (SOD) to improve forest 

health and resiliency and to reduce fuel loads.  

• Continue to utilize and expand the District’s conservation grazing program to 

reduce grassland fuels, brush encroachment, and encourage the vigor of native 

grass and forb species. 

• Manage forest diseases such as Sudden Oak Death (SOD). 

• Manage scrub, shrub, and chaparral communities to maintain a mosaic of ages and 

species within strategic management corridors on roads, ridgetops, and near 

residential development or other critical infrastructure to compartmentalize 

preserves and reduce fuel loads. 
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• Use prescribed fire to address multiple management objectives such as: training 

opportunities, public safety through fuels reduction, cultural-ecological 

enhancement with Native American tribes, and improved natural resource 

response to fire and rangeland resources. 

Policy WF-5: Utilize programmatic documentation to increase the pace and scale of fuel treatments, 
ensuring that they are performed with the appropriate considerations for biological, cultural, and 
other natural resource constraints and to reduce regulatory hurdles to implementation.   

• Perform fuel management activities under an approved Wildland Fire Resiliency 

Program that defines non-fire fuels management, prescribed fire, pre-fire plans, 

and monitoring.  

• Work to streamline or remove regulatory or policy or cost barriers that limit fuels 

reduction activities through the use of the programmatic documentation and 

defined mitigation, and CEQA exemptions, where feasible.  

• Coordinate with air quality regulators to enable increased use of prescribed fire 

and to allow unplanned ignitions to burn to predesignated areas for resource 

benefit. 

Policy WF-56: Conduct prescribed burns to re-introduce fire into native ecosystems and maintain 
natural ecological processes on District lands. 

• Continue to utilize fire as a resource management tool to reduce fuels and 

reestablish fire for resource benefit where vegetation conditions, access, and public 

safety permit. Coordinate with other agencies and tribes for planning and 

implementation, and perform prescribed burns following defined safety processes 

and protocols. 

• Continue to utilize prescribed fire to reduce and prevent unwanted fire damage 

resulting from excessive fuel load and altered plant community structure and to 

control invasive species 

• Conduct prescribed burns in an ecologically sound manner which mimic natural 

fire regimes and/or traditional cultural uses, and to promote biodiversity. Consider 

how traditional, indigenous fire management for food, fiber, and all forms of 

subsistence are different management tools and outcomes than defensible space, 

thinning, and prescribed fire, for example. Document/monitor the impact of 

traditional fire management on biodiversity, water yield and quality, and 

ecosystem resiliency. 

• Develop burn units based on science and implement site-specific fire prescriptions 

to improve regeneration of fire-adapted and special status vegetation and to 

improve habitat conditions for special status wildlife in fire-dependent ecosystems 

where feasible (see ES-3).  

• Develop and implement an alternative management protocol to encourage 

seedling establishment of special status and disturbance-adapted species in aging 

stands when regeneration by fire is not feasible 

• Conduct public outreach to recreational users, adjacent landowners and the 

general public through mailings, web site postings and press releases related to the 
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benefits of prescribed fire and other fire management activities and inform the 

public of the District’s safety protocols and processes associated with prescribed 

burns. 

Policy WF-67: Foster and maintain interagency fire management partnerships 

• Annually coordinate with fire management and other resource agencies to discuss 

pre-fire planning conditions and needs in advance of the fire season, and also 

coordinate with tribes regarding feedback on prescribed burning plans and goals 

• Participate in county Fire Safe Councils and Community Wildfire Protection Plan 

(CWPP) efforts. 

• Incorporate and include the recommendations of the Community Wildfire 

Protection Plans (CWPPs) adopted for San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties into 

the District’s vegetation management practices, as appropriate and where they 

align with the District’s practices. 

• Train with fire agencies and participate in training burns when possible. 

• Complete and distribute to fire agencies up-to-date maps of Preserve infrastructure 

including existing road network available for wildland fire management, 

helicopter landing zones, safety zones, evacuation routes, and other pertinent 

information, as the maps become available. 

Policy WF-78: Conduct research and monitoring to refine fire management practices (See also RC) 

• Census and mMap in geographic information systems (GIS) databases forest and 

fuel conditions, including hazardous fuel areas, treatment areas and zones, tree 

hazard management zones or areas, and other hazards and update regularly (also 

see RC-1) 

• Monitor pre-project vegetation, soil, erosion, and water quality to establish 

baseline conditions for post project analysis. 

• Monitor post fire and vegetation management projects to assess the achievement of 

project objectives and to identify potential impacts to vegetation, soil, erosion, and 

water quality. Implement adaptive management to respond to ecological feedback 

from monitoring efforts to optimize future fuel treatments and to determine the 

level of resources necessary to effectively identify, plan, and implement fire 

management activities. Manage fire breaks to decrease erosion and the spread of 

invasive plants. 

• Conduct monitoring in a manner consistent with other land management agencies 

to obtain comparable data. 

• With prior authorization from District management, utilize technology, frequently 

updated imagery, and advanced knowledge to monitor as part of an adaptive 

management strategy and to enable real-time fuel management information 

sharing (including prescribed fire).  

• Foster relationships with educational institutions, scientists, tribal entities, and 

other land management professionals to inform District land management 

decisions based upon sound, current science, and to create opportunities for 
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continuing research. Seek grants and pursue partnerships for research and 

monitoring. 

• Integrate wildland fire management into District interpretation and education 

programs.  

• Collaborate with local fire departments and safe fire councils to educate adjacent 

landowners about the need to maintain defensible space between their properties 

and parklands, inspect and remove hazard trees, detect and treat diseased plants, 

and contain spread of disease.  

• Collaborate with the tribes on cultural practices for prescribed fire 

Policy WF-89: Wildland Fire management actions on District lands in the Coastside Protection Area 
will be in accordance with the policies established in the Service Plan for the San Mateo Coastal 
Annexation Area 

• In consultation with the County of San Mateo Environmental Services Department 

and fire agencies, determine whether the construction of dry hydrants on specific 

lands acquired is feasible in order to provide additional remote area water supplies 

for fire suppression activities. 

• Select native plant materials and/or seed mixes utilized at staging areas or along 

trails for their low maintenance and drought and fire resistant characteristics to 

minimize additional fuel available to wildland fires to the extent feasible. 

• Where compatible with other trail characteristics, planners shall locate trail 

alignments and access points to allow trails to also serve as emergency access 

routes for patrol or emergency medical transport. Where feasible for more remote 

areas, emergency helicopter landing sites shall be provided. 

• Coordinate with appropriate agencies, such as the County and Cal Fire to 

formalize mutual aid agreements. 

• Consult with fire agencies in developing site-specific fuel modification and 

management programs for specific lands acquired as part of its Use and 

Management planning process, in addition to continuing the current District fuel 

management practices. 

• Prohibit smoking, firearms, fireworks and off-road vehicle use and limit trail use, 

picnicking, and camping to designated activities areas. 

• Develop and maintain staging areas and trail heads in accordance with the 

wildland fire hazard mitigation measures established in the Service Plan for the 

Coastside Protection Area. 

4.2.4 Revisions to XVI. Climate Change 

Policy CC-3 Increase carbon sequestration in vegetation and soils and minimize carbon release from 
wildfire 

• Manage conifer forests to sustain and encourage the development of late-seral 

habitat conditions (FM-4). Evaluate the potential to reduce forest fuel loading 

through the removal of smaller trees to reduce fuel buildup and ladder fuels (See 

FM-5). 
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• Manage vegetation communities to reduce the risk of catastrophic fire and to 

maintain biological diversity (WF-4). Conduct prescribed burns to re-introduce fire 

into native ecosystems and maintain natural ecological processes on District lands 

(See WF-5). 

• Evaluate, study, and implement additional land management strategies to increase 

carbon sequestration in vegetation and soils. 

• Improve data on carbon sequestration in District lands. 

• Evaluate opportunities to create and sell carbon offsets on the California Cap and 

Trade market or other voluntary offset markets. 

• Consider trade-offs between carbon sequestration losses from fuel load reduction 

and emissions from prescribed fire to establish ecological resiliency in the face of 

wildfire, given the overwhelming benefits of reduced risks of catastrophic 

wildland fire on climate change.  

Policy CC-4: Prepare for climate change impacts and promote resilience for both natural and built 
environments. 

• Prioritize ecosystem function, resilience, and ecological diversity focused on 

multiple species benefits, rather than aiming to prevent ecological change or return 

to past conditions. 

• Establish goals for biodiversity and ecosystem structure and function to identify 

the types of diversity future conditions can support 

• Incorporate climate change impacts on natural resources such as species range and 

phenology changes into restoration and monitoring activities. Utilize an adaptive 

management framework to adjust resource management methods and priorities as 

impacts start to occur and climate change knowledge and response options 

continue to increase (See GM-3). 

• Support ecological functions and ecosystem services that protect the built 

environment from climate change impacts, such as flooding and increased 

wildland fire frequency and intensity. 

• Incorporate climate change impacts to infrastructure, such as flooding, drought, 

and sea level rise, into planning, project design, and other relevant activities. 

• Evaluate, study, and implement additional land management strategies to promote 

ecosystem resilience. 

4.2.5 Revisions to VII. Scenic and Aesthetic Resources 

Policy SA-2 Maintain significant landscapes or features that were formerly maintained by natural 
processes. 

• Control encroaching vegetation where it adversely affects significant scenic, 

historic or habitat resources (See Vegetation Management, Cultural Resources, and 

Integrated Pest Management policies). 

• Control vegetation to create or maintain important scenic viewpoints and vistas 

(See Vegetation Management and Integrated Pest Management policies). 
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• Require District tenants to maintain landscapes and improvements to acceptable 

visual standards that do not detract from a visitor's experience or adversely impact 

wildlife. 

• Allow for habitat changes associated with control of vegetation for fuelbreaks, disc 

lines, and prescribed burns under the concepts of ecological resiliency to reduce 

larger-scale aesthetic impacts of catastrophic wildfire.  
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September 11, 2019 
 
Coty Sifuentes-Winter 
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District 
330 Distel Court 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
 
Re:  Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District Wildland Fire Resiliency Program Resource 
 Management Policies Analysis and Recommendations 
 
Dear Mr. Sifuentes,  
 
On August 28, 2019, the Santa Clara County Fire Department (Fire District) received a copy of the 
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District Wildland Fire Resiliency Program Resource Management 
Policies Analysis and Recommendations Report and was asked to provide feedback. I am encouraged to 
see Midpen taking a proactive approach to fire resiliency, and upon a brief review I have some concerns 
with the Report and subsequent program, which warrant further discussion.  
 
Specifically, a significant number of Midpen preserves lie, “within the exterior boundaries of the Fire 
District” (see attached map) and the implementation of the Wildland Fire Resiliency Program is likely to 
have a significant impact on lands within the Fire District as well as the adjacent communities that we are 
responsible for protecting. While we are supportive of Midpen’s efforts to better manage the threat of 
wildfire within our collective communities, the Fire District believes it is imperative that we take this 
opportunity to clarify jurisdictional roles1 and more formally explore the role we can play in partnering to 
ensure the Program’s success.  
 
As Midpen’s planning process moves forward, the Fire District would appreciate being  included in plans 
that identify items such as firefighting infrastructure, fire suppression response and training, emergency 
trail access, wildfire education, and hazardous fuel mitigation projects. The Fire District also requests 
Midpen’s continued participation in the countywide Community Wildfire Protection Plan.  
 
We believe that by working together on these plans, Midpen, the Fire District and other partners can 
develop an efficient, regional approach to addressing the wildfire problem.  
 
Respectfully,  

 
John Justice 
Assistant Fire Chief 
 
JJ:er 
 
Atta: Map_Open Space Areas XSC 
 
 
																																																								
1 Public Resources Code Section 5561.6 
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Comments to Midpeninsula Open Space District’s                                             
Resource Management Plan 

September 9, 2019  

 

 

Dear Mr. Sifuentes-Winter, 

The Sierra Club - Loma Prieta Chapter appreciates the opportunity to respond to Midpeninsula 
Open Space District’s (MidPen) Resource Management Program.  The Chapter supports 
Midpen’s Resource Management Mission Statement: “The District will protect and restore the 
diversity and integrity of its resources and ecological processes for their value to the environment and to 

people and will provide for the use of the preserves consistent with resource protection.”   We also are 
encouraged to see whole sections in the Resource Management Plan devoted to forest 
management and climate change and frequent mention of late-seral forests.  However, we 
would like carbon sequestration to be priority in addition to fuel reduction.  The task would be 
to balance fuel reduction and increased greenhouse gas emissions against sequestered carbon.  

Afterall, the increase in the number of large wildfire’s in California has been attributed to 
climate change. Fuel reduction will increase greenhouse gas emissions in the short term.  It is 
important that fuel reduction be done in such a way as to result in a subsequent increase in 
sequestered carbon in the not too distant future. This will only happen if such an increase is 
prioritized, and above and below ground carbon sequestration is periodically measured.  In 
addition, the amount of greenhouse gases released through fuel reduction process must be 
included in the organization’s carbon footprint calculations.  

In addition to prioritizing carbon sequestration, we also recommend that Wildfire Management 
be enhanced by adding a network of fire-spotting cameras to enable early wildfire detection, 
and small, remote weather stations that can measure microclimates.  

Lastly, we are also concerned about the intrusion of development and roads into wildlands. 

Below you will find rationale and detail regarding our suggestions.  

MIdPen’s Resource Management Program 

MidPen’s Resource Program’s high-level goals and strategies do not include increasing carbon 
sequestration.  Sequestered carbon has many benefits.  It helps to offset the impact the GHG 
from the Bay Area’s many vehicles. It also benefits Midpen’s wildlands directly by increasing the 
level of water and nutrients retained in the soil, which increase overall vegetation resilience 
and reduces the likelihood of drought and vulnerability to wildfire.  The value and a specific goal 
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of increasing carbon sequestration should be explicitly stated in “The Need for Resource 
Management Policies” and “Mission Statement for Resource Strategies”. Without this 
prioritization, carbon sequestration may be forgotten or sidelined.  

Let’s look at some detailed sections of the program. 

The Forest Management section doesn’t mention the carbon sequestered  by forests including 
the older late serial forests valued by the program.  Policy FM1 calls for an inventory of the 
forest in terms of vegetation type but does not mention the amount of carbon sequestered in 
the soil and in the trees.  FM1 should include inventorying sequestered carbon. Add “increasing 
carbon sequestration” to policy FM4 “Manage District conifer forests to sustain and encourage the 
development late-serial habitat conditions.” 

The Climate Change section directs Midpen to “Reduce agency-generated greenhouse gas 

emissions, increase carbon sequestration, and promote resilience to climate impacts.”  However, policy 
CC-1 refers to administrative GHG and policy CC-2 refers to “non-administrative GHG emissions 

related to District activities, such as visitor transportation and livestock.” There is no mention of the 
GHG generated by fuel reduction. Furthermore CC1-1 GHG inventory only refers to 
administrative GHG.  For an accurate picture of GHG created by MidPen’s actions, the GHG fuel 
reduction must be included.   

Policy CC-3, “increase carbon sequestration in vegetation and soils and minimize carbon release 
form wildfire,” is critical.  However, MidPen must measure the amount of sequestered carbon 
over all their lands including where fuel reduction has occurred.  Without doing so, they won’t 
know whether fuel reduction and efforts to develop late-serial habitat conditions (FM-4) 
increased the amount of carbon sequestered.  

The Grazing Management, Water Resources, and Geology and Soils sections should all include 
a reference to carbon sequestration.  Grazing done correctly can increase carbon sequestration, 
and carbon sequestration can improve water supply and soil quality.  

The Wildland Fire Management section doesn’t attempt to balance the amount of fuel 
reduction with its impact on subsequent tree growth and resulting levels of carbon 
sequestration. To get the answer, the forest carbon must be inventoried before fuel reduction, 
immediately afterwards, and some years later. To Policy WF-4 “Manage District vegetation 

communities to reduce the risk of catastrophic fire and maintain biological diversity”, add “and increase 

carbon sequestration”.  To bullets under Policy WF-5 “Conduct research and monitoring to refine 
forest management practices”, add inventorying above and below ground sequestered carbon.  
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Technological Aids 

Since many of the open space preserves have boundaries that adjoin residential areas, the 
district should seriously consider installing two systems that can provide earlier detection of 
wildfires as well as measure microclimate variables that can trigger Red Flag Warnings.  The 
first is a network of fire-spotting cameras that has been deployed in several counties of 
California, including Marin and Sonoma.  These cameras are provided FREE to participating 
agencies, along with funding support for installation, by a consortium of institutions that 
include University of Nevada, Reno and UC-San Diego, Scripps Institute of Oceanography.  One 
of the creators of this program, which is in initial stages of adoption by the County of San 
Mateo, is Dr. Graham Kent, who will be speaking at the Summit.  The cameras present live 
views that are accessible online and have the support of customized software created by the 
university group.   

The second important technology involves installation of small, remote weather stations that 
can measure microclimates, which create vastly different climate conditions along the 
Peninsula.  These stations, which have already been implemented by the East Bay Regional 
Parks District, can measure humidity, wind speed at ground level and wind speed/direction at 
altitude.  There are not enough of these stations on the Peninsula.  Dr. Craig Clements, a 
nationally recognized fire weather climatologist from San Jose State University, will be speaking 
on this network and its significance for first responders issuing Red Flag Warnings and for 
utilities announcing compulsory power shutdowns. 

Intrusion of Roads and Development into Wildlands 

The slide page 3 of MidPen’s recent public Woodside presentation showed disconnected wild 
lands heavily intruded with suburbia resulting in the loss of connected corridors and isolated 
gene pools. Since wildfires are human caused (slide 30), intrusion is a problem that needs to be 
addressed with urgency. Slide 31 on response to fires started by people doesn’t provide any 
data on effectiveness. Slide 3 is also hatched with roads. The National Wildfire Coordinating 
Group says in their guide to wildland fire origin and cause that, “Power lines, railroads, and 
roadside fires present obvious hazards. Wildland fire investigators should take appropriate 
precautions,” in https://www.nwcg.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pms412.pdf 

 This plan starting with slide 38, is related to the symptoms of intrusion; and some like fire 
breaks are a last century response, that do not address surface fires, wind driven 
firebrand/ember fires, and urban development on the Wildlands Urban Interface. 

Conclusion 

With 60,000 acres of preserves, MidPen has an opportunity to make a significant contribution 
to San Mateo and Santa Clara County’s efforts to address climate change as well as to reduce 
wildfire risk.  The task is to balance fuel reduction and increased greenhouse gas emissions 
against sequestered carbon.  
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In addition to prioritizing carbon sequestration, we also recommend MidPen deploy a network 
of fire-spotting cameras to enable early wildfire detection, and small, remote weather stations 
that can measure microclimates.  The district has a second opportunity to play a key role in 
helping to safeguard the entire Peninsula by adopting these technologies. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Maki 
Forest Protection Committee Chair 
Loma Prieta Chapter of the Sierra Club 
650-346-0467 

With input from: 

Gladwyn D’Souza, Conservation Committee co-chair 
Ken Castle 
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From: Rachelle Hedges
To: Coty Sifuentes-Winter
Subject: Re: Midpen Wildland Fire Policy Update - Request for Comment
Date: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:28:49 AM

EXTERNAL

Dear Coty,
My name is Rachelle Hedges and I work at UC Berkeley's forestry research center, Berkeley
Forests.  Stacey Frederick forwarded me your email below, requesting comments and input.  I,
in turn, sent the email along to Dr. Joe McBride, a professor emeritus here at UC Berkeley
who has spent many years studying forestry and fire in the wildland / urban interface.  Joe
asked that I share the following comments with you:

I have read the web page describing the "Wildfire Resiliency" program.  I think it is very
good.  It identifies what needs to be done and the programs the county will be undertaking. 
Only a few minor comments:

1. Why the title "Wildfire resiliency" ?  I would interpret this title to mean a program to
provide wildfire with the capacity to recover quickly.  I think Wildfire Management might have
been a better title.

2. I think the plant might address the major evacuation routes and remove any leaning trees
over the roads that might come down during high velocity winds that accompany serious
fires.  Getting these trees down before a major fire could save many lives.

3. The statement about fire as a natural process left me thinking that we should just let fires
burn.  I think a couple of sentences at the end of this section could be written to point out that
since development has occurred in wildland areas of the county we must move forward with a
fuel management and fire suppression program.  In spite of the ecological role of fire and the
use of fire by Native Americans in the past, we can no longer allow fires to burn freely over
the landscape.  In some situations we may be able to use prescribed burning to reduce fuel
loading and stimulate  the regeneration of fire dependent species,  but fire protection must be
a priority.

Joe and I both hope these comments are useful to you as you continue work on this excellent
program.

Thank you,
Rachelle

-- 
Rachelle Hedges
Project and Policy Analyst

Berkeley Forests | forests.berkeley.edu
163 Mulford Hall  | Berkeley, CA 94720
rachelle.hedges@berkeley.edu | 310.480.7098

On Thu, Aug 29, 2019 at 3:21 PM Stacey Sargent Frederick MS <ssfrederick@berkeley.edu>
wrote:
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---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Coty Sifuentes-Winter <csifuentes@openspace.org>
Date: Sun, Aug 25, 2019 at 7:55 PM
Subject: Midpen Wildland Fire Policy Update - Request for Comment
To: Phillip Dye <phil@prometheusfireconsulting.com>, Stacey Sargent Frederick MS
<ssfrederick@berkeley.edu>, Jared Childress <jared.childress@egret.org>, Dennis Rein

, Ed Orre <Edgar.Orre@fire.ca.gov>, Sasha Berleman
<sasha.berleman@egret.org>,  Frey, Jeff@Parks
<Jeff.Frey@parks.ca.gov>, Jason Mills <jason@sonomaecologycenter.org>,
robynwoods@fs.fed.us <robynwoods@fs.fed.us>, Brian Peterson
<brian.peterson@egret.org>

Good Evening BARxF,

As some of you may be aware, Midpen is developing a new Wildland Fire Resiliency
Program that will include a monitoring plan, non-fire fuels management (e.g. shaded fuel
breaks), Pre-fire/Resource Advisor maps, and reintroduce fire back in to the landscape
(prescribed fire).  In developing this program, I want to ensure that the District’s mission to
“protect and restore the natural environment” is fully realized per the public’s on-going
requests since our inception in 1972.  One of the first tasks we have undertaken it to review,
analysis, and recommend changes to our existing Resource Management Policies.  Midpen
is solicitating comments on the draft recommendations prior to and at our public meeting of
the Planning and Natural Resources (PNR) Committee, which is anticipated to take place
from 2 pm until 4 pm on September 24th.  To have comments from stakeholder groups
addressed prior to the PNR committee meeting, we would need any comments sent to me
prior to September 6th.  After the 6th, any comments received will be addressed after the
PNR meeting.

If you are interested in providing feedback to the draft policy language, please let me know
and I can provide the draft document.

If you are interested in learning more, please take a look at our Project webpage at:
https://www.openspace.org/our-work/projects/wildland-fire-resiliency.

I can also provide Board Reports that outline the intent, foundational framework, and scope
of the Program to any interested parties.

Best Regards,

Coty Sifuentes, Wildland Fire Resiliency Program Project Manager

Coty Sifuentes-Winter | Senior Resource Management Specialist

csifuentes@openspace.org

Pronouns: he, him, his
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Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District

330 Distel Circle, Los Altos, CA 94022

(650)-625-6560 | Direct Line

(650) 691-1200 | Main Line

A greenbelt system in the San Francisco Bay Area comprised of over 60,000 acres in 26 preserves  |
www.openspace.org
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